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( is a tenet of many philosophers that there Is se

object of experience for whose existence the existence of 9
anything else is not a necessary conditionV that, in other

words, some substance can be known,Deseartes regarded the

self as a substance; Spinoza thought that God, and God alone,

is conditioned by nothing outside himself; Leibniz believed

that each monad is a self-determining substance. Locke and

Berkeley took over the notion of substance from Deseartest

and even gume, though it is true be no longer considered the

self and matter as substances, regarded each sense-datum as

entirely independent of everything else. Hegel and theckb-

solutist school of philosophers, while firmly denying that

any particular thing is independent for its existence of all

other things, assert that the kniverse knows itself as a com-

plete whole, conditioned by nothing outside itself. At the

present day, there is a very influential school of philoso-

phere, embracingamong others, the authors of the New Real-

ism in Am erica, and Mr. G. E. Moore an- Mo et-Sav4n-A uesze

in England who hold that we have knowledge U acquaintance of

certain sense-data and objects of introspection, and that

these objects of acquaintance are entirely independent o+any-

thing elseA for their existence.

Throughout this paper I shall speak of the knowledge or experi-
ence of an object which does not depend for its existence on
the existence of anything else as a self-sufficient knowledge
or experience.
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It will be noticed that those views which hold that self-

sufficient experience exists divide themselves naturally into

two classes, according as to whether or not they hold that any

object less in range than the whole object of an experience

can be experienced self-sufficiently. Those who hold views

of the first class believe that we experience certain parti-

cular objects, such as the selfx or certain sense-data, whose

existence is conditioned by nothing outide' themselves; those

who hold views of the second class believe that there is only

one substance -=wthe Vpiverse. Descartes, Leibniz, the English

Nmpiricists, and Mr. Rueek hold positions of the former type;

Spinoza, Hegel, and the baolutists are adherents of the lat-

ter doctrine.

It is an argument often used by philosophers of the seo-

ond type agg not those of the first that in so far as we are

experienoind something whose existence is independent of that

of anything else, we can only get information from f o which

is independent of the existence of anything else, and henace

irrelevant to everything else. Whatsoever self-sufficient

experience I may have must float down the stream of my con-

sciousness as passively as a chip of wood on a mill-stream.

If the particular patch of red I am perceiving at this pre-

sent moment could be exactly the same patch of red whatever

the context in which it occurs might be, then my sensation

of this particular patch of red can throw no light on the



context in which it occurs: it would not in itself be am x-

perience of red as distinct from green, nor an experience of

a color having certain physical and psychological properties,

nor an experience of the color known as "red(4 nor even of

the thing before me at the present moment. Even "this" is

far too descriptive a name for it. --*,oalnot be used as the

ground of explanation of any other experience: for all the

part it plays in my consciousness, it might be known by some-

one else instead of by myself. Indeed, the only meaning

which I can attach to the statement that a certain item of

experience belongs to me is that it belongs to a system of

experiences internally relevant to one another which I call

myself. At any rate, any self-sufficient experience I may

have is a mere excrescence on the rest of my consolousness,

and nothing in the rest of my consciousness can give the

slightest evidence of the existence of self-sufficient ex-

perience.

This argument only tends to prove the uselessness of

self-sufficient knowledge of particular things for explana-

tory purposes, and those who believe in its existence might

still retort that they are intuitively certain of the exis-

tence of self-sufficient kno*ledge of-pa ticular things, en-

tirely apart from tQ usefulness for explanatory purposes.

But there is a far more vital difficulty which Mr. Rvme!31

and those who hold similar views encounter. To say that

3.



something exists whose existence has no necessary condition

other than itself is equivalent to saying that something ex-

ists which can exist in isolation, for the only meaning of,

('a is not a necessary condition of g9 is, "n some cases b

exists and a does not.' Now, to say that a can be isolated

f rom everything else, and yet be the same thing as the a

that now exists in the context of our experience, is self-

contradictory. For, if it were completely isolated, it would

be isolated from its identity with- the a which now exists in

the context of our experience, and would not be the same a

which now exists in the context of our experience. Even if

the whole world, except the particular patch of red I am

looking at, should be abolished at this present moment, it

is only by virtue of the relation It would have to the world

which had been abolished that this patch would still remain

the same patch of red as the one at which I am now looking.

To say that x is in some- rlation to y, and that z is in no

relation to y, and that z has some sort of sameness with x,

is clearly self-contradictory, for in this proposition we

assert a very definite relation between z and Z.

In fact, the very hypothesis, "If a were isolatedk29re-

futes itself, for a is in a context if it is a possible ar-

gument to the propositional function, 'a is isolated.'' It

is true that one may argue that the definition of the pro-

position, Oa is isolated," may still be determined in such a



manner that even under this condition a would be isolated,"

but this argument only oarries weight if one believes that

the proposition, L'a is isolated'), can have some sort of exis-

tence with nobody to assert it. If this is not the case, ia

is isolated will contradict itself, because, in order for

this proposition to be a proposition at all, it is necessary

for a to be in relation to some knowing subject. This is a

fortiori necessary if it is to be a tru proposition. And

it is extremely hard to see what meaning there can be in say-

ing that a proposition exists without reference to the posei-

bility of its being asserted by some subject.

At any rate, it is not true in any significant sense

that the objects of experience would be exactly what they are

now if they were in isolation. If a sense-datum is to enter

into the system of our experiences, it must be in relation to

this system from the beginning. Moreover, the introduction

of self-sufficiently given relations between the self-suffi-

oiently given terms of our experience would in no way render

it a coherent experience, as Bradley has so well pointed out.

If I knowk"black" and 4darker" anda'white _4 I do not, e eo

know Black is darker than white," nor any objective situa-
work

tion these m&e!e4 may represent. These terms and this re-

wne may say e.w.j that a is isolated when it is in relation
to no parti;(u1ars except facts of which it forms a
component.



lation would give me just as readily, *white is darker tha*

black." It may be retorted, *No. It is true that the terms

and their relation alone do not give us the required propo-

sition, but the terms, their relation, and their order do."

It is easy to see the futility of this answer. Let B and W

stand for"black'and 4whiteY'Jrespectively, D(x,y) for "X

and Y are in the relation, tdarker than,'" and Xgy for "X

precedes Y in the relation, *darker thaiP ('Black is darker

than white" will then be represented by the symbols D(BW)

and BPW, Whiar1e(WAite is darker than black" will be repre-

sented by the symbols D(B,W) and WPB. In both of these, B,

W,D, and P may be found. It is clear that this method of

proceeding will give us no results: from the, terms and their

relation we can never get to the terms in their relation. To

be brought into connection by a given relation, the terms of

that relation must be known initially as related, and fence

our knowledge of each of them by itself oa not be mere know-

ledge by acquaintance.

It thus becomes clear that in addition to any self-suffi-

oient knowledge we may be supposed to have of items of experi-

ence less than the whole of our present experience, we must

experience in relation from the very beginning everything we

ever know in relation. Our experience, if given at all, must

be given as a system. Moreover, no property of this system

can give the slightest evidence in favob of the existence
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of various items of self-sufficient experience, in addition

to our experience of this system since, as we have shown, we

can never proceed from a self-sufficient item of knowledge

to any further knowledge. Our experience must be coherent in

cross-section.

But it is not enough that our experience should be co-

herent in crose-section: it must also be coherent in sagit-

tal section. If each moment of our experience would be pre-

cisely what it is if neither past nor future existed, then

the experience of a moment would to all intents and purposes

constitute my whole personality at that moment, and I would

be undergoihg a continual alternation of personality. It is

indeed a logical possibility that our present is entirely dis-

sociated from our pasti that the I which writes this word

is an entirely different person from the I that crosses this

t. It is, however, a view which nobody will hold, for if it

were true, our memory would be but an illusion, and our ex-

pectation a vain self-deception. Though at each moment we

might have an illusion of the permanence of our experience,

that illusion would have no permanence. Our ideas would

spring into being full formed, like Athene from the head of

Zeus. That this may not be the case, that our experience may

possess longitudinal coherence, it is necessary that the suc-

oessive instants of time should be known in relation to one

another, and hence that each moment should not constitute a
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self-sufficient object of experience.

It does not ren-der our experience temporally coherent,

moreover, to regard it as made up of a series of self-suffi-

cient experiences,,each of finite duration. For suppose that

the maximum duration of such an experience is t seconds. Let

A.BC and D be a sequence of instants of physical time fol-

lowing one another in the order given. Let the durations of

the intervals AC and BD each be t seconds. Then the experi-

ence of all those moments between A and 0 preceding 0 by an

interval less than t seconds will form our self-sufficient

experienoe at 0. Nowhere else will we experience the Inter-

val AC immediately: at any moment before 0, 0 will be as

yet unexperienced, while at any moment after 0, the lapse of

time between A and that moment being greater than t eoconds,

A will have passed forever beyond our precent self-suff icient

experience. Similarly, the only moment when the whole in-

terval between B and D is experienced in one self-sufficient

experience is D. Though AO and BD have BC in common, it can

never be learned from any of our self-sufficient experiences

that they possess this in common: this can never be known

before D, for then BD is as yet unknown as a whole, nor after

C, for then, since the experience of A no longer forms a part

of the self-sufficient experience of the moment, AC his pass-

ed beyond any self-sufficient experience. E4ven tbough the

duration of the objects of our self-sufficient experience



would thus be more than momentary, we would have at each mo-

ment one self-sufficient experience, and one only, and no

self-sufficient experience would have any duration.

So far the arguments we have been using are such as the

C1bsolutiste use to prove 'bolutism. The bsolutist of the

type of Bradley starts with the presumption that the complete-

ly real must be that which as an object of knowledge is ca-

pletely self-sufficient, and by arguments such as those we

have used above shows that if any part of an experience be

self-sufficient, it will not in any significant sense be part

of that experience. So far I agree with the Absolutist, but

when he confidently asserts that there must be some complete-

ly real and self-sufficient experience, I must part company

with him. For his Wbsolute experience is not experienced in

its self-sufficiency by any human being. Ruman experiences

possess too many laounae for an one to hold that view. Our

mind is continually stretching ut tentacles to the past and

the futures here we search for a memory forgotten, theie

for the verification of a prediction. It is only in its

relative manifestationsethat the Absolute can be an object

to us, and in its relative manifestations, as an object of

our consoiousness, the Nbsolute fails to attain perfect self-

sifficienoy. The Asolute, qua \bsolute, is a mere name to

us, and must from its very nature be entirely irrelevant to

anything we can ever know. As has been often said, if the
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Nbsolute is self-sufficient, then no appearances can $manate

from it, for if it enters into relation with any appearances

outside itself, it fails to attain self-sufficiency. And

though it be said that the"4ppearances are contained in the

, baolute, not even the \bsolutist will admit that the p

lity, the relativity of these appearances is so contdined.

But the moment anything can be found which may in any way be

contraated with ealit then eality becomes a mere partial

Ieality, and any experiences which we may have of it are on

the same plane as other partial self-sufficient experiences,

so that %beolutism is open to precisely the same objections

it raises against other philosophical views.

It is no answer for the Nbsolutist to retort that the

Jbsolute has a completely self'-sufficient knowledge of it-

self. The Absolutist believes in the existence of the com-

pletely eal because he considers it the true object of his

own thought. But he finds that it is never the object of

his thought, in its complete reality. What should his con-

elusion be then? That the completely Veal exists in its

complete reality independently of his thought? It may have

such an existence or it may not. V which alternative is the

true one no argument on the basis of human knowledge can in-

dicate. But what istrmar is thist the true object of our

human thought is not the completely eal, and all reality

that we know is relative and partial. The "baolutist quite
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correctly shows that the world of knowable particulars does

not contain his Neality, as such, but he fails to make the

obvious inference that it is his notion of' Weality, and not

the world of knowable particulars, which is at faulty and

should be regarded as mere ppearance. 'The real conclusion

to which the A4solutist argument should lead us is that in no

significant sense can we assert the existence of self-suffi-

cient knowledge.

But if no knowledge is self-sufficient, none is absolute-

ly certain. For if we are not sure that any experience would

be what it is in entire isolation from everything else, we

can know no propositions in such a manner that our mere a-

wareness of them guarantees our knowledge of their truth, for

the simple reason that we can never have, in any significant

sense, a mere awareness of them unrelated to the ,other objects

of our consciousness. We can, that is, have no knowledge

which is certain l priori. Now, every proposition known

with absolute certainty must be obvious a priori, or deduc-

ible by infallible means from a set of propositions known

with absolute certainty.. In the latter case, we may know a

prixJ.4ihen we have exhausted the presuppositions of the

given proposition, or this may be discovered by an infallible

deduction from a set of presuppositions known with absolute

certainty; and so on indefinitely. But since, as we have

seen, we have no knowledge certain a priori, we are driven
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to the oonclusion that there is no absolutely certain know

ledge at all, for to any given set of presuppositions for a

given proposition which is to be proved with absolute rigor,

there must be adjoined other propositions from which it can

be deduced that the original set of presuppositions contain

everything that it is necessary for us to know in order to

deduce with absolute rigor the desired proposition, and so

in infinitum. Without self-sufficient knowledge at some

point or other, we can never arrive at all the presupposi-

tions of any proposition.

Since we can never arrive at all the premises of any

proposition, although no knowledge is self-sufficient, no

knowledge is merely derived; that is, more is said in any

proposition thanin any set of premises we can assign to it.

Even the propositions of peoretry do not follow merely from

the axtms of 1 eometry- The axioms of eometry are stated

in so-me language, either of words, or of %ymbolism, but it

is not Merely so many queer marks on paper, so many sounds,

that go to make up the axioms of eometry. No' These marks

or sounds must be interpreted according to certain rules

which collectively constitute the grammar of the language

of words or symbolism in question, and these rules as well

as the axioms of eometry themselves condition the proposi-

tions of eometry. But these rules too must be applied, and

we need Arer rules by which to apply these, and so on in-

,I
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definitely. At sone stage or other we come to rules whichO

are not written or spoken, but only thought, but in so far

as they are definitely formulated rules, they must be appli-

ed in accordance with further rules. The so-called 'laws of

thought'/ are no exception: to make use of the law of contra-

diction, you must have some criterion which will enable you

to identify e proposition. As Mr. Russell has pointed out,

no law can cover itself as a special case of its field of

validity, so that the('laws of thought' catot themselves

dictate the mode of their application.

The views I have stated aboveommthat no experience is

self-sufficient, that no knowledge is absolutely certain, and

that no knowledge is merely derived awl call collectively

'Ptelativis n9 It is obvious on the face of it thatJ/elativ-

ism is closely related to two great tendencies in modern

philosophy: ragmatiam and the metaphysics of Bergeon. Like

both these theories, it is a protest against mere formalism

in 0Ataphysios. Pragmatism insists that every philosophical

theory should be judged by the value of its consequences for

It is our inability to give any exhaustive set of rules for
any language of words or of symbolism which makes every
grammar contain idioms (i.e.,words or phrases or symbols whose
use is not adequately exjTined by the rules of grammar).
Since any set of rules is inadequate to express all the usages
of any language to understand any language of words or of
symbols, we must enter into its spirit. This k'spirit of the
language') consists in the rules which are thought, but not
formulated in words, and the still greater body of usages
which are rather felt than formally thought. Even in mathe-
matical symbolisms, it is necessary for the student to 'enter
into the spirit of')the symbolism.
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action; Bergeon holds that the intellect alone gives us but

a superficial account of the universe--that it is by intui-

tion, by that species of thought which allows the mutual in-

terpenetration of idea with idea, and does not insist that

concept shall be separated from concept by rigid formal de-

finitions, that we really grasp the inner meaning of/feality;

telativism incists that the supposed absolute rigidity of

the definitions used in \taphysic is but a fiction, that

no conea t can b what it +e entirely inde endently of at

.To ll these theories the Tiverse is, to

all intents and purposes, infinitely complex: at any rate,

they all regard the infinite complexity of the Riverse as

an object of knowledge as a hypothesis incapable of ulti-

mate disproof. For'ragmatism regards the niverse as just

as complex as it is profitable to regard it, and does not

consider it possible to determine this in advance; Bergson

considers all analysis of the niverse, from the very nature

of analysis, inadequate; while elativism shows that we are

unable to find any notions themselves independent of all

analysis (i.e. self-sufficient) in terms of which we can

analy the \niverse. Pragmatism, Bergeonianiem, and ke-

lativism are three forms ofoknti-intellectualism.

lMoreover,1elativism agrees with ragmatism in the mann-

or in which it criti~oes intellectualiam. Why is it that we

have condemned bolutism or the philosophy of equaintanoe?

M 0 1
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Not because t necessarily false, but because th

truth is unverifiable; because the existence or non-exit-

ence of the Absolute, or knowledge by aoquai ance, would not

-be distinguishable from the r presencewmthets presence would

lead to no sirnificant results. But the cardinal notions

of ragmatism are that the truth of a theory consists in its

ve 'fiability, that only that which is distinguishable fran

something else is distinct from it, and that no theory is

either true or false except in so far as its consequences

are significant for human action. That is, our dialestio

showed that the views we criticited are not true by proving

that they are unpragmatic.

But the fact that we have made use of the pragmatic meth-

od in critici Ing other views does not necessarily commit us

to the acceptance of the pragmatio criterion of truth as an

ultimate criterion. We are not compelled by anything we have

said above to make the unqualified assertion that the whole

meaning of a conception expresses itself in its practical

consequences. Indeed, taking the words as they stand, we

oan1 ot accept this as final, for in no significant sense has

a conception a 'whole meanin !If)nor are we able to give a

perfectly adequate account of what we mean by its"practical

consequences.V4 As the pragmatist is the first to urge, no

conception has a meaning except-LE some particular context

or other, and in no significant sense oan a ever arrive at

--M __ -- M
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the total context of any concept Ivery concept we can mention

is particular and partial. Moreover, the istion of thetbrao-

tical consequencess of a fiew is extremely vague and inde-

terminate, and ca not pPosibly be regarded as an ultimate.

Does the phrase mean those consequences which satisfy or fail

to satisfy sorme of our particular purposes, or any of our

purposes, or all of our purposes? Just wben is a mental

state a purpose, after all? These questions and many more

must be answered once for all before we oen4 accept the

pragmatic crit6rion as an ultimate. Pragmatism can claim

only to be a better relative standard of truth and falisity

than the views it opposes. as an absolute standard, it is

open to the objections we have raised against all views which

claim to have attained complete truth. And even as a re-

lative standard, whatever our individual opinions on the

subject may be, there is nothing In 'Rlativism per se which

compells us to admit that ragmatism has any advantages over

any other theory of the nature of truth. The fact that the

kelativiet denies the existenCe of the pure reason does not

in itself demand that he should believe in the primacy of the

practical reason, in the IXantian sense of the latter torm.

As Mr. Russell has emphasised in his essay oA'Pragmatism 4i

hishPhilosophical E ae k open-mindedness is not the ex-

clusive prerogative of the ragmatist.

I do not think, however, that James would have claimed
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seriously that rragmatism has attained any absolute truth:

James was too open-minded a man ever to become quite dog-

matio. But the Humanism of Schiller claims to be nothing

if not final. Schiller treats his fundamental proposition,

"Man is the measure of all things," as though it were an ul-

timate truth. Now, it is easy to see that, taken in any ab-

solute sense, this is either a tautology or an error. For

what constitutes a man? It is not as subject that our self

oan be made the measure of all, or of any things; it is only

the self as known, as object, that can be made such a measure.

But what is the self as known, the empirical ego? As James

pointed out, we have many empirical egos: we have a social,

a professional, a business, a religious self, etc. No one

of these is the measure of all things: our religious self

is the measure of religion, our business self of business,

etc. But, it will be said, it is our empirical ego taken in

its widest sense, embracing all these, that is the measure

of all things. But is this not a mere tautology? Is not

the empirical ego but another name for that which is central

in our experience, for that to which other experiences are

related? Is not the sole reason that man is the measure of

all things, that "mari taken in this sense, is a mere syno-

nym f or"the measure of' all things"? If one define 'mant) by

naming the body, or the body and certain particular experi-

ences closely related to it, one will only get a relatively
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imperfect measure of all things: just as the inch is no

longer the length of the royal thumb, nor the ell the length

of the royal arm, so most of our oriteria become progressive-

ly dehumanized, though of course, since no two things are com-

pletely out of relation, they never completely lose their con-

nection with the self. But it is only in this relative sense,

where'manlfstands for certain central aspects of our experi-

ence, which ca not be delimited with absolute rigor, that

"Man is the measure of all things" is significantly true.

And even here it would be better to say, "Man is a factor en-

tering into the measurement of all things, and the most signi-

fioant fac-tor in the measurement of many, perhaps most thing4"

than merely, "Man is the measure of all things." Bumanism

is partial in precisely the same sense that the umanists

accuse Naturalism of being partial, though perhaps not to the

same degree.

But, all things considered, elativism is far nearer to

ragmatism than to Bergeonianism. Relativism only objects

to pragmatism in far as it seems to claim to have said the

last word in philosophy a 4elativistio agmatism is quite

posBible. But Sergsonianism contains el ents which are es-

sentially non-relativistio. Bergson postulates gulfs which

can ot. bie bridged between homogeneous duration and mathemat-

cal time, between purposes and mechanism, between life and

matter, between language and thought, between that intuitive
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thought which allows the mutual interpenetration of idea

with idea, and intellectual thought, that thought which deals

in absolutely hard-and-fast concepts and clear-out distino-

tions. The world is for Bergson divided by a set of funda-

mental dichoftaies, which are made with absolute iag ,

Though he believes that the opposing sides of these dichol-

tomies are found everywhere intertwined and interrelated

with one another, their opposition is for him a fundamental

and irreducible fact. Now, to suppose the existence of ab-

solutely 9 to ea distinctions runs directly counter to the

spirit of elativism, and, I believe, of Bergeonianism it-
ho,

self. For Bergeon, in a quite Relativistic way, believes

that our only way of attaining a true insight into the in-

most nature of the world is by a sort of thought which does

not admit absolutely rigid distinctions or clean-cut conceptsi.

the kind of thought he calls intuitive. Intellectual thought

he regards as giving us only a surface view of the niverse.

Therefore, judged both by its own oriteria and by those of

el ativiewBergeonianism fails to give us an adequate in-

sight into the true nature of things, for it treats the world

as made up of two absolutely separate, irreconcilable halves.

Oergsonianism gives a highly intellectualistic account of

the niverse, tending to show the inadequacy of intellectual-

ism. It is true, M. Bergson states that the intellectualis-

tio form of his presentation of *taphysics is only the hull
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in which a really intuitive treatment is concealed, yet it

seems to me that his unbridgeable antitheses are in spirit

even more intellectualistic than in form. Certainly, they

satisfy all the criteria he gives of intellectual in con-

tradistinction to intuitive thought.

It seems to me that Bergeon's error arises as follows:

Bergeon believes that the physical sciences and mathematics

deal with notions that are absolutely rigid. He thinks that

there is a more or less independent, purely intellectual

world, within which these disciplines move, though he re-

garde this world as of derived and secondary importance.

Though the world of space and matter is for him but a sur-

faoe-world, but the external manifestation of the true world

of time and life, it is a world of pure spade and pure matter

and pure forms, uncontaminated by any taint of time or of

life or of thet'mutual interpenetration" of idba with-idea.

Whether this world is or is not ever found in entire separa-

tion from time, life, and intuitive thought is of no essen-

tial importance: Bergeon supposes that this world has soeR

sort of an independent existence. But we have seen that such

a world is a mere nonentity) that natural science, like

every other intellectual discipline, must deal with imper-

feotly defined concepts, and hence must permit a certain a-

mount of the interpenetration off idea with idea. Even in the

case of mathematics, that most abstract and most formal of
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all disciplines, we have seen that no assignable set of rules

will ever exhaust the conditions of the validity of a single

deduction; we have seen how the very use of a symbolism is

conditioned by our thinking aooording .to the s of the

eymbolism, which can never itself be exhaustively and ade-

quately symboliyad. No! Bergeon's dualism is a false one:

pure formal thought exists only as a misinterpretation of

mathematics by Bergson and certain formalistic philosophers

of mathematics. Only the realm of the mutual interpenetra-

tion of idea with idea really exists.

But even this realm does not exist quite as Bergson

conceives it. Since Bergeon regards mathematicas and the al-

lied sciences as purely formal disciplines, and puts them in

a world by themselves, he is forced to consider the realm of

the mutual interpenetration of idea with idea as free from

all taint of mathematics. In our true insight into the world,

he believes, we cast aside the shackles of formal reasoning,

and with a sort of a systematical intuition, perceive im-

mediately the inmost nature of reality. Scientific reason-

ing, though perhaps necessary as a propa&edetoi to our final

appreciation of reality is entirely transhended by it. This

mysticism is the necessary result of a belief in the purely

formal character of mathematics and physical science. But,

if we do not believe that mathematies and physical science

are purely formal, if we believe that these disciplines admit
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of and even demand the itmutual interpenetration" of idea

with idea, then there is no ground for thinking that they")

too do not play their part in our true insight into the uni-

verse. Indeed, there is no metaphysical reason why the ex-

tremest claims ever made for the value of mathematics and

sqience as factors in the explanation of the universe (pro-

vided that these claims do not demand that mathematics or

science should be ultimate) sbould not be true. Bergson sets

up a windmill, calls it physical science, and then charges

it most valiantly. But it is only because it is a windmill,

and not true science, that he attacks, that he comes Off

victorious.

We have explained what we mean by Aplativism, and wiere-

in it differs from other philosophical beliefs, and we have

given certain reasons which seem to justify our preference

for it. But before we close this paper we must consider

certain objections which have been raised against some of

the views which go to make up the Xelativistic position.

Bradley raises an objection against ou position which might

seem at first eight fatal. He says, "In theory you oaA ot

indulge with consistency in an ultimate doubt. You are

forced, willingly or not, at a certain point to assume in-

fallibility. For, otherwise, how could you proceed to judge

A ea and
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at all? The intellect.4..wvin the intellectual world...#W ,

must remain supreme. And, if it attempts to abdicate, its

empire is forthwith broken up....)Even the extreme of th

retical s4eptiolem is based on some accepted idea of truth

and fact. It is because you are sure as to some main fea-

ture of truth and reality, that you are compelled to doubt

or to reject special truths which are offered to you. But,

if so, you stand on an absolute principle, and, with regard

to this, you claim, tacitly or openly, to be infallible. And

to startefrom our general fallibility, and to argue from this

to the uncertainty of every possible result, is in the end

irrational. For the assertion, AI am sure I am everywhere

fallible ,1 contradiots" itself, and would revive a familiar

Greek dilemma."

Bradley's argument here is vitiated by the ambiguity of

the term,(doubt!2_9 ('Doubt" may mean, (1) the absence of

certainty, or (2) disbelief, or (3) an attitude of active

questioning. In the first sense, I may be said to have

doubts of the law of the Conservation of fnergy, because no

proofs which may be given of it are adequate to establish it

as more than an approximation, but that does not mean that I

disbelieve it, nor even that I actively question it. Bradley

is Tight in saying that an ultimate disbelief in every pro-

position, or even an ultimate questioning of every proposi-

tion is impossible, for every disbelief or question is pose.
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ible only on the basis of some belief which is not at the

same time questioned. If I disbelieve that 2S w 4, I be-

lieve that 2*2 t 4, and if I question whether 2-t2 = 4, I do

so on the basis of some further mathematical notions of mine

which I leave unquestioned for the time being. But an ulti-

mate uncertainty is not by any means impossible. The fact

that any uncertainty must have a ground does not lay upon us

an eternal injunction never to be uncertain of this ground,

In fact my very uncertainty whether there is a ground for

doubting a given proposition or not is a sufficient ground

for my uncertainty of its truth. The principle on which I

'tand in any doubt I need not regard as infalliblet I may

6imply consider it extremely plausible. True, if we had the

bare alternative before us of oriticising the principle of-

our doubt while we are doubting, or not criti ing it at all,

Bradley's argument would hold, and I would need an absolute

principle as the ground of my doubt* But this is not so:

the fact that I have once considered a proposition without

questioning it does not mean that I have thereby relinquish-

ed forever my right to question it. Moreover, the true

doubter would not say, "Iam sure I am everywhere fallibl /)

or, if he said it, he would not regard the certainty assert-

ed as absolute. For to say with absolute confidence, *I am

sure I am everywhere fallible,* you must have ar absolutely

adequate knowledge of wherein fallibility consists, and what
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constitutes sureness. And these concepts, like all concepts,

can only be defined in terms of concepts themselves requir-

ing further definition, and o in infinitum. So in a very

significant sense, the elativist may be said to regard his

very uncertainty as uncertain. Aelativism only claims to be

relatively true.

But the moment we take this view of 4elativism, the dia-

lectical refutations we have made of other views take on a

new aspect. For if we admit that the tt46h of these refuta-

tions is only relatively certain, the views refuted may still

retain something of relative truth. Absolutism, Bergsonian-

lam, the Ma obobmae-;philosoph and all the views we have

opposed will, looked at from this new standpoint, have a

certain amount of truth in them. In what sense, then, has

our refutation been a refutation at all? If these views,

when crushed to earth, rise again, why should we not regari

them as true? Should we not rather regard what we have can-

sidered a refutation a dialectical corroboration of these

positions, showing that their very denial involves their

assertion?

Not for although all propositions are relatively true,

not all relative truths are of the same value. Though no

absolute refutation of any view is possible, a relative re-

futation is. And what we have really shown concerning the

views we criticie is this: any sort of truth they may have
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is very different in character from what we ordinarily call

truth. We have attempted to discuss the views we oppose,

and see what consequences they would lead to if they meant

anything at all similar to what they appear to mean, and we

have seen that these conclusions are very paradoxical, to

say the least. Perhaps by some distortion of language they

may be made to represent some significant reality,,but such

a distortion would have to be very far-fetched. Though the

views we have criticised are only relatively uncertain, their

degree of certainty, if taken as they stand, is much lower

than that of elativism. This does not necessarily mean,

however, that they are not perversions of views of a high

degree of certainty, couched in relative terms#

But those who hold the views I critici e may answer,

"Yes Aelatively speaking, our views may be of a low degree

of truth, but absolutely speaking, they are known with ab-

solute certainty. You yourself admit that the validity of

your arguments is only relatively certain, and that you only

prove the relative dubiousness of other views. Heno9 your

arguments do not at all concern our claims to have reaced

absolutely certain oonolusions." This argument is, striotly

speaking, unanswerable, for the same reason that Xysticism,

and all philosophical views which claim to be supported by

some brand of knowledge essentially different from the sort

of knowledge we recognize ourselves to possess, are unanswer-
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able. If my opponents actually meant by absolute knowledge

something generically different from relative knowledge, then

no arguments on the basis of relative knowledge could over-

throw their faith in absolute knowledge. If one believes

that, for example, in the contemplation of the lbsolute we

have an insight into the nature of the Wiverse different

not in degree but in kind from the knowledge we have of

LtappearancesT1, no argument can refute him. But I do not

personally experience any different sort of knowledge than

the relative knowledge of which I have given an account in

this paper; and I believe that it is the results of this

knowledge that the views I oritici e mean to express. I

believe that both the experiences of the Absolutist, the

1cquaintance philosopher, the ragmatist, and even the Berg-

sonian, and the set of notions which they use to analy e

their experiences, are radically similar to my own. I be-

lieve I am not talking entirely at cross-purposes with every

other philosopher. Just as the Absolutist thinks that all

other philosophical views are incomplete \bsolutisms, and as

the 1ragmatist thinks that all other philosophical views are

'inadequate ragmatiams, so I must think that all philosophies

are nascent elativisms. This may seem a tremendous act

both of faith and of presumption, but it is the sort of act

of faith and presumption that everone who holds a philoso-

phical position must perform before his view can enter the
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lists against other philosophies.

We have seen, then, the bearing on elativis of the

objection to it on the score that a universal doubt is im-

possible. There is another ground on which it might seem

that valid criticisms of helativism coulP'be based. It is

clear, as we have shown, that )elativism demands that experi-

ence should be at least potentially infinitely complex. For

since no knowledge is self-sufficient, each item of knowledge

'14 a+ e $ other items of knowledge,

which, in turn,7may be *Jvse t still other items of know-

ledge, and so on indefinitely. To some people the notion of

infinite complexity seems repugnant. #What!" they will say,

"Does each item of knowledge demand reference to other itams

of knowledge? Is no experience simple? In the first place,

this would make all knowledge absolutely, not relatively un-

certain, for it would demand a detailed knowledge of the

Qniverse before we could have any knowledge of any part of

it. In the second place, the human mind rebels against the

notion of infinite complexity,"

Such criticisms of 4elativism, plausible as they may

seem, are not really valid. Forin the"first place elativi-

ism doea not say that in order to have any comprehension of

any item of knowledge we must refer it consciously to all or

any other items of knowledge. Relativism does not deny that

we may have "innate ideas 4 or other forms of instinctive
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that it k e. It merely says that any new knowledge we

acquire must be internally relevant to our previous know-

ledge: that only in proportion as it is thus relevant is it

knowledge at all. It does not impose upon as the payobologi-

oal task of experiencing each item of experience in conscious

proximity to every other item, but simply cautions us that

we are neverbdone with our labor of comparing one concept

with another, of oritioi3ing each notion and theory of ours

on the basis of our other theories and notions. The former

task can indeed never be accomplished, and if (elativism

claimed to be a psychological theory of what actually occurs

in our minds, we would have to regard knowledge as not re-

latively, but absolutely impossible. The latter task,

though, from the nature of the case, it can never be finish-

ed, is by no means futile. Io the physicist discouraged

because he knows that neither he, nor an ne else, will ever

be able to verify pingle law of physics with more than approx-

imate accuracy? Indeed, does he not expect with confidence

that the next twenty or thirty years will bring new formula-

tions of almost every physical law? The notion of the in-

finite complexity of experience which elativism demands is

none other than that which the scientist has long made user JA

it is merely the notion of the infinite potential complexity

of experience. It is our right to analy e every concept, not
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lativist insists.

In the seoond place, I doubt whether the human mind feels any

great repugnance against the notion of infinite complexity. A-

gainst the spread-out infinite complexity which Royce attribu-

tee to the \bsolute xperience, I at least, it is true, feel an

instinctive repugnance. But, as we have just been saying, this

is not the sort of infinite complexity which Xplativism holds

to exist. The 'gelativist believes that everything, in so far

as it is understood adequately, is understood in relation to

other thingsi. that our analysis need never come to a de-

finitive stopping-place. And I think that that critic to

whom all philosophers sooner or later appeal-the common manw

will agree with me in this. He is never satisfied when,

in answer to some question he asks, the metaphysician says,

"This is ultimate, and hence inexplicable." For him, there

is a "Why" to everything, and everything has a structure, if

yed only A e-e trouble to find it. In the same frame of

mind in which he expected the atom to be divided/and confi-

dently expects the electron to be divided, he distrusts those

who tell him that certain of his experiences are simple and

unanaly able. The common man is, as a.matter of fact, a

thorough felativietoft. an iinstinctivel1 repugnance against the

belief in the infinite complexity of the universe is only to

be found among those who, like the White Queen in Throuht
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ng l~ass., have schooled themselves long and earefully

in believing impossibilities.

The scinntiet too, I repeat, is an out-and-out elativ-

ist in all that concerns his science# in all, that is, that

he does not take over on faith fror the technical philosopher.

He reall es full well that his instruments give only approxi-

mate readinns, that his observations record only approxi-

mately the readings of his instruments, that his laws and

his formulae are mere approximations, and that even the

margin of probable error which he calculates for his read-

ings and bis laws is only approximately determined, so that

he never has a completely accurate knowledge of the degree

of approximateness of his approximations. It is even only

with approximate certainty that he knows that certain approxi-

mations are more accurate than certain other ones. In his

whole work, presuppositions and conclusions together, he

knows that he may search in vain for a single absolutely

certain fact, Yet he works,on, correcting approximate hy-

potheses with the aid of others also approximate, wearing

them down by a sort of mutual attrition, much as the grinder

of mirrors secures for his mirrors a highly accurate plane

surface by first grinding two approximately flat pieces of

glass together, then grinding each in turn against a third

similar piece, then grinding then together again, and so an

indefinitely. Our physics of to~1ay is the product of the
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imperfect physics of the past much as the tools of the modern

amith were forged in the smithy of yesterday. And just as

the imperfection of the tools of the past smith conditions

the perfection of the tools of the present day, so the in-

adequacy of the past determinations of physical constants

and laws prevents our present determinations of these con-

stants and laws from being completely adequate. As the steam-

hammer of today is the lineal product of the first stone

hammer used by primitive man through many generations of

hammers, each used in making the next, and therefore must

share, though in an infinitesimal degree, its deficiencies,

so modern science is the lineal product of the crude physics

of common sense, and partakes to some slight extent in its

inadequacy, because it is obtained from it by a self-critic-

ism which is always incomplete because it is a self-criticism.

Science begins, remains, and ends in approximations. Yet

this does not mean that it ends where it begins: we are as

certain as we can be of anything that the approximations of

science today are, in general, better than those of science

yesterday- and not so good as those of science toporrow. We

are quite sure that a new statement of a law of science al-

most invariably marks an advance on all previous statements.

Yet, be it noted, we never judge whether any scientific hy-

pothesis is better or worse than another by any criterion

which is itself known to be more than approximately true.



But if, as we have seen, approximate knowledge is re-

cognized to exist in physio without any certain knowledge

to back it, while physics is recognized by all to present us

with the most oert in propositions we can reach, short of

pure mathematics, it is clear that Nelativism can ot be

accused of denying the existence of all certainty, or of

being a mere negation of all belief: it is only when one

thrusts upon the elativist a false dilemma between an ab-

solute certainty and an equally absolute ignorance that his

view may be made to appear in that light. Relativism is a

philosophy of doubt, but it is of a liberating, not an en-

slaving doubt that it is the philosophy. To the elativist,

the incompleteness of science does not condemn it to deal

with mere appearance: the fact that it has given us no

perfectly certain results is no index of its failure. Re-

lativism admits the existence of certainty, of any degree of

certainty short of absolute certainty. Though it considers

that even the best approximation is subject to oriticism, it

does not regard this as preventing us from giving the brevet

rank of absolute certainty to items of our knowledge, and

using them as a basis for the criticism of other knowledge,

without at the same time criticizing them. And it will not

permit the relative certainty of our scientific knowledge to

be degraded to the rank of mere "Appearanoe" at the behest

of any metaphysical theory.
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RELATIVISM I

TI ' is a tenet of many philosophers that there is some object of
- experievee for whose existence the existence of anything else is

not a necessary condition: I that, in other words, some substance can
Throughout this paper I shall speak of the knowledge or experience of an

object which does not depend for its existence on the existence of anything else

as a .qelf -xuient knowledge or experience.

be known. Descartes regarded the self as a substance; Spinoza

thought that God, and God alone, is conditioned by nothing outside

himself; Leibniz belieyed that each monad is a self-determining sub-

stance. Locke and Berkeley took over the notion of substance from

Descartes; and even Hume, though it is true he no longer considered

the self and matter as substances, regarded each sense-datum qs
entirely independent of everything else. Hegel and the absolutist

school of philosophers, while firmly denying that any particular thing

is independent for its existence of all other things, assert that the

universe knows itself as a complete whole, conditioned by nothing

outside itself. At the present day, there is a very influential school

of philosophers, embracing, among others, the authors of the "New

Realism," in America and. Mr. G. E. Moore, in England, who hold

that we have knowledge by acquaintance of certain sense-data angl
objects of introspection, and that these objects of acquaintance ae

entirely independent of anything else for their existence.

It will be noticed that those views which hold that self-sufficient

experience exists divide themselves naturally into two classes, accord-

ing as to whether or not they hold that any object less in range than

the whole object of an experience can be experienced self-sufficiently.

Those who hold views of the first class believe that we experience
certain particular objects, such as the self or certain sense-data, whose

existence is conditioned by nothing outside themselves; those who hold

views of the second class believe that there is only one substance-the

universe, Descartes, Leibniz, the English empiricists, and Mr. Moore

'hold positions of the former type; Spinoza, Hegel, and the abso-

lutists are adherents of the latter doctrine.

It is an argument often used by philosophers of the second type

against those of the first that in so far as we are experiencing some-

thing whose existence is independent of that of anything else, we

can only get information from the experience which is independent of

the existence of anything else, and hence irrelevant to everything

else. Whatsoever self-sufficient experience I may have must float

down the stream of my consciousness as passively as a chip of wood

on a mill-stream. If the particular patch of red I am perceiving at

this present moment could be exactly the same patch of red whatever

the context in which it occurs might be, then my sensation of this

particular patch of red can throw no light on the context in which it

occurs: it would not in itself be an experience of red as distinct from

green, nor an experience of a color having certain physical and psy-

chological properties, nor an experience of the color known as "red,"

nor even of the thing before me at the present moment. Even "this"

is far too descriptive a name for it. Such an experience can not be
used as the ground of explanation of any other experience: for all the

part it plays in my consciousness, it might be known by someone else

instead of by myself. Indeed, the only meaning which I can attach to

the statement that a certain item of experience belongs to me is that

it belongs to a systent of experiences internally relevant to one another

which I call myself. At any rate, any self-sufficient experience I may

have is a mere excrescence on the rest of my consciousness, and

nothing in the rest of my consciousness can give the slightest evi-

dence of the existence of self-sufficient experience.
This argument only tends to prove the uselessness of self-sufficient

knowledge of particular things for explanatory purposes, and those

who believe in its existence might still retort that they are intuitively

certain of the existence of self-sufficient knowledge of particular

things, entirely apart from the usefulness such knowledge might

have for explanatory purposes. But there is a far more vital diffi-

oulty which Mr. Moore and those who hold similar views encounter.

To say that something exists whose existence has no necessary gon-

dition other than itself is equivalent to saying that something exists

,which can exist in isolation, for the only meaning of, "a is not a

necessary condition of b," is, "in some cases b exists and a does not."

Now, to say that a can be isolated from everything else, and yet lie

the same thing as the a that now exists in the context of our experi-

ence, is self-contradictory. For, if it were completely isolated, it

would be isolated from its identity with the a which now exists in,

the context of our experience, and would not be the same a which

now exists in the context of our experience. Even if the whole world.

except the particular patch of red I am looking at, should be abolished
at this present moment, it is only, by virtue of the relation it would

have to the world which had been abolished that this patch would

still remain the same patch of red as the one at which I am now look-

ing. To say that x is in some relation to y, and that z is in no

relation to y, and that z has some sort of sameness with x, is clearly

self-contradictory, for in this proposition we assert a very definite

relation between z and y.
In fact, the very hypothesis, " If a were isolated," refutes itself,

for a is in a context if it is a possible argument to the propositional
function, "a is isolated." It is true that one may argue that the defi-
nition of the proposition, "a is isolated," may still be determined in

such a manner that even under this condition a would be isolated,'
2 One may say, . g., that a is isolated when it is in relation to no particulars

except facts of which it forms a component.

but this argument only carries weight if one believes that the prop-
osition, "a is isolated," can have some sort of existence with nobody
to assert it. If this is not the case, "a is isolated," will contradict
itself, because, in order for this proposition to be a proposition at 11,
it is necessary for a to be in relation to some knowing subject. This
is a fortiori necessary if it is to be a true proposition. And it is

extremely hard to see what meaning there can be in saying that a

proposition exists without reference to the possibility of its being
asserted by some subject.

At any rate, it is not true in any significant-sense that the objects
of experience would be exactly what they are now if they werq ,in

isolation. If a sense-datum is to enter into the system of our experi-
ences, it must be in relation to this system from the beginning.
Moreover, the introduction of self-sufficiently given relations between

the self-sufficiently given terms of our experience would in no way
render it a coherent experience, as Bradley has so well pointed out.
If I know "black" and "darker" and "white," I do not, eo ipso,
know "black is darker than white," nor any objective situation
these words may represent. These terms and this relation would
give me just as readily, "white is darker than black." It may be
retorted, "No. It is true that the terms and their relation alone do
not give us the required proposition, but the terms, their relatian,
and their order do." It is easy to see the futility of this answer.
Let B and IW stand for "black" and "white," respectively, D(x, y)'
for "IX and Y are in the relation, 'darker than,' " and XPY for "X
precedes Y in the relation, 'darker than.' " "Black is darker than
white" will then be represented by the symbols D(BW) and BPW,
while "white is darker than black" will be represented by the



pymbols D (B, W) and WPB. In both of these, B, W, D, and P may
be found. It is clear that this niethod of proceeding will give us no

results: from the terms and their relation we can never get to thy

terms in their relation. To be brought into connection by a given

relation, the terms of that relation must be known initially as

related, and hence our knowledge of each of them by itself can not

be mere knowledge by acquaintance.

It thus becomes clear that in addition to any self-sufficient knowl-

edge we may be supposed to have of items of experience less than

the whole of our present experience, we must experience in relation

from the very beginning everything we ever know in relation. Ou

experience, if given at all, must be given as a system. Moreover, no

property of this system can give the slightest evidence in favor of the

existence of various items of self-sufficient experience, in addition

to our experience of this system since, as we have shown, we can

never proceed from a self-sufficient item of knowledge to any further

knowledge. Our experience must be coherent in cross-section.

But it is not enough that our experience should be coherent i

eross-section: it must also be coherent -in sagittal section. If each

-moment of our experience would be precisely what it is if neither

past nor future existed, then the experience of a moment would, to

all intents and purposes, constitute my whole personality at that

moment, and I would be undergoing a continual alternation of per-

sonality. It is indeed a logical possibility that our present is

'entirely dissociated from our past: that the I which writes this word

is an entirely different person from the I that crosses this t. It is,

however, a view which nobody will hold, for if it were true, our

memory would be but an illusion, and our expectation a vain self-

deception: Though at each moment we might have an illusion of the

permanence of our experience, that illusion would have no perma-

nence. Our ideas would spring into being full formed, like Athene

from the head of Zeus. That this may not be the case, that our

experience may possess longitudinal coherence, it is necessary that

the successive instants of time should be known in relation to one

another, and hence that each moment should not constitute a self-

'sufficient object of experience.

It does not render our experience temporarily coherent, more-

over, to regard it as made up of a series of self-sufficient experiences,

each of finite duration. For, suppose that the maximum duration

'of such an experience is t seconds. Let A, B, C, and D be a sequence

'of instants of physical time following one another in the order given.

Let the durations of the intervals AC and BD each be t seconds.

Then the experience of all those moments between A and C preceding

-C by an interval less than t seconds will form our self-sufficient

'experience at C. Nowhere else will we experience the interval AC

immediately: at any moment before C, C will be as yet unexperi-

enced, while ait any moment after C, the lapse of time between A and

that moment being greater than t seconds, A will have passed for-

ever beyond our present self-sufficient experience. Similarly, the

eouly moment when the whole interval between B and D is expeti-

enced in one self-sufficient experience is D. Though AC and BD

have BC in common, it can never be learned from any of our self-

sufficient exeriences that they possess this in common: this can never
be known before D, for then BD is as yet unknown as a whole, nor

after C, for then, since the experience of A no longer forms a part

of the self-sufficient experience of the moment, AC has passed beyond

any self-sufficient experience. Even though the duration of the

objects of our self-sufficient experience would thus be more than

momentary, we would have at each moment one self-sufficient experi-

ence, and one only, and no self-sufficient experience would have any

duration.

So far the arguments we have been using are such as the abso-
litists use to prove absolutism. The absolutist of the type of Bradley

starts with the presumption that the completely real must be that

which as an object of knowledge is completely self-sufficient, and, by
arguments such as those we have used above, shows that if any part

of an experience be self-sufficient, it will not in any significant sense

be part of that experience. So far I agree with the absolutist, but

when he confidently asserts that there must be some completely real

and self-sufficient experience, I must part company with him. For

his absolute experience is not experienced in its self-sufficiency by

anyy human being. Human experiences possess too many lacunau for

any one to hold that view. Our mind is continually stretching out

tentacles to the past and the future: here we search for a memory

forgotten, there for the verification of a prediction. It is only in its

''relative manifestations'" that the absolute can be an object to us,

and in its relative manifestations, as an object of our consciousness,

the absolue fails to attain perfect self-sufficiency. The absolute,

qua absolute, is a mere name to us, and must from its very nature

be entirely irrelevant to anything we can ever know. As has been
often said, if the absolute is self-sufficient, then no appearances can

emanate from it, for if it enters into relation with any appearances

outside itself, it fails to attain self-sufficiency. And though it be said

that the appearances are contained in the absolute, not even the
absolutist will admit that the partiality, the relativity of these ap-

pearances is so contained. But the moment anything can be found
which may in any way be contrasted with reality, then reality be-

comes a mere partial reality, and any experiences which we may have
of it are on the same plane as other partial self-sufficient experiences,
so that absolutism is open to precisely the same objections it raises
against other philosophical views.

It is no answer for the, absolutist to retort that the absolute has
a completely self-sufficient knowledge of itself. The absolutist be-
lieves in the existence of the completely real because he considers it
the true object of his' own thought. But lie finds that it is never the
object of his thought, in its complete reality. What should his con-
clusion be, then ? That the, completely real exists in its complete
reality independently of his thought? It may have such an existence
or it may not; which alternative is the true one no argument on the
basis of human knowledge can indicate. But what is clear is this:
the true object of our human thought is not the completely real, and
all reality that we know is relative and partial. The absolutist quite
correctly shows that the world of knowable particulars does not con-
tain his reality, as such, but he fails to make the obvious inference
that it is his notion of reality, and not the world of knowable partic-
ulars, which is at fault and should be regarded as mere appearance.
The real conclusion to which the absolutist argument should lead as
is that in no significant sense can we assert the existence of s6lf-
sufficient knowledge.

But if no knowledge is self-sufficient, none is absolutely certain.
For if we are not sure that any experience would be what it is in efti
tire isolation from everything else, we can know no propositions in
such a manner that our mere awareness of them guarantees olit
knowledge of their truth, for the simple reason that we can never
have, in any significant sense, a ncie awareness of them unrelated to
the other objects of our consciousness. We can, that is, have lib
knowledge which is certain a primoi. Now, every proposition known
with absolute crtainty must be obvious a priori, or deducible by
infallible means frorna set of propositions known with absolute cer-
tainty. In the latter case, we nay know a priori wheh we have ex-
hausted the presuppositiois of the given propoisition, or this may be
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symbols D B, W) and WPB. In both of these, B, W, D, and P may
be found. It is clear that this method of proceeding will give us no
results: fiom the terms and their relation we can never get to the
terms in their relation. To be brought into connection by a given
relation, the terms of that relation must be known initially as
related, and hence our knowledge of each of them by itself can not
be mere knowledge by acquaintance.

It thus becomes clear that in addition to any self-sufficient knowl-
edge we may be supposed to have of items of experience less than
the whole of our present experience, we must experience in relation.
from the very beginning everything we ever know in relation. Our.
experience, if given at all, must- be given as a system. Moreover, no
property of this system can give the slightest evidence in favor of the
existence of various items of self-sufficient experience, in addition
to our experience of this system since, as we have shown, we can.
never proceed from a self-sufficient item of knowledge to any further
knowledge. Our experience must be coherent in cross-section.

But it is not enough that our experience should be coherent in.
cross-section: it must also be coherent in sagittal section. If each
moment of our experience would be precisely what it is if neither.
past nor future existed, then the experience of a moment would, to
all intents and purposes, constitute my whole personality at that
moment, and I would be undergoing a continual alternation of per-
sonality. It is indeed a logical possibility that our present is
entirely dissociated from our past: that the I which writes this word
is an entirely different person from the I that crosses this t. It is,
however, a view which nobody will hold, for if it were true, our.
memory would be but an illusion, and our expectation a vain self-
deception. Though at each moment we might have an illusion of the.
permanence of our experience, that illusion would have no perma-
nence. Our ideas would spring into being full formed, like Atheno
from the head of Zeus. That this may not. be the case, that our
experience may possess longitudinal coherence, it is necessary that
the successive instants of time should be known in relation to one,
another, and hence that each moment should not constitute a selfm
sufficient object of experience.

It does not render our experience temporarily coherent, more-
over, to regard it as made up of a series of self-sufficient experiences,
each of finite duration. For, suppose that the maximum duration
of such an experience is t seconds. Let A, B, C, and D be a sequence,
of' instants of physical time following one another in the order given.
Let the durations of the intervals AC and BD each be t seconds.
Then the experience of all those moments between A and C preceding.
V by an interval less than t seconds will form our self-sufficient
experience at C. Nowhere else will we experience the interval A
immediately: at any moment before C, C will be as yet unexperi-
enced, while at any moment after C, the lapse of time between A and
that moment being greater than t seconds, A will have passed for-
ever beyond our present self-sufficient experience. Similarly, the
only moment when the whole interval between B and D is experi-
enced in one self-sufficient experience is D. Though AC and BD
have BC in common, it can never be learned from any of our self-
sufficient experiences that they possess this in common: this can never.
be known before D, for then BD is as yet unknown as a whole, nor
after C, for then, since the experience of A no longer forms a part
of the self-sufficient experience of the moment, AC has passed beyond
any self-sufficient experience. Even though the duration of the
objects of our self-sufficient experience would thus be more than
momentary, we would have at each moment one self-sufficient experi-
ence, and one only, and no self-sufficient experience would have any
duration.

So far the arguments we have been using are such as the abso-
lutists use to prove absolutism. The absolutist of the type of Bradley
starts with the presumption that the completely real must be that
which as an object of knowledge is completely self-sufficient, and, by
arguments such as those we have used above, shows that if any part
of an experience be self-sufficient, it will not in any significant sense
be part of that experience. So far I agree with the absolutist, but
when he confidently asserts that there must be some completely real
and self-sufficient experience, I must part company with him. For
his absolute experience is not experienced in its self-sufficiency by
any human being. Human experiences possess too many lacunme for
any one to- hold that view. Our mind is continually stretching out
tentacles to the past and the future: here we search for a memory
forgotten, there for the verification of a prediction. It is only in its
"irelative manifestations" that the absolute can be an object to us,
and in its relative manifestations, as an object of our consciousness,
the absolute fails to attain perfect self-sufficiency. The absolute,
qua absolute, is a mere name to us, and must from its very nature
be entirely irrelevant to anything we can ever know. As has been
often said, if the absolute is self-sufficient, then no appearances can
emuanate from it, for if it enters into relation with any appearances
outside itself, it fails to attain self-sufficiency. And though it be said
that the appearances are contained in the absolute, not even the
absolutist will admit that the partiality, the relativity of these ap-
pearances is so contained. But the moment anything can be found
which may in any way be contrasted with reality, then reality be!
comes a mere partial reality, and any experiences which we may have
of it are on the same plane as other partial self-sufficient experiences,
so that absolutism is open to precisely the same objections it raises
ngainst other philosophical views.

It is no answer for the absolutist to retort that the absolute has
a completely self-sufficient knowledge of itself. The absolutist be-
lieves in the existence of the completely real because he considers it
the true object of his own thought. But lie finds that it is never the
object of his thought, in its complete reality. What should his conv
clusion be, then? That the completely real exists in its complete
reality independently of his thought ? It may have such an existence
or it may not: which alternative is the. true one no argument on the
basis of human knowledge can indicate. But what is clear is this:
the true object of our human thought is not the completely real, and
all reality that we know is relative and partial. The absolutist quite
correctly shows that the world of knowable particulars does not con-
tain his reality, as such, but he fails to make the obvious inference
that it is his notion of reality, and not the world of knowable partic.
ulars, which is at fault and should be regarded as mere appearance.
The real conclusion to which the absolutist argument should lead us
is that in no significant sense can we assert the existence of self-
sufficient knowledge.

But if no knowledge is self-sufficient, none is absolutely certain.
For if we are not sure that any experience would be what it is in en-
tire isolation from everything else, we can know no propositions in
such a manner that our mere awareness of them guarantees our
knowledge of their truth, for the simple reason that we can never
have, in any significant sense, a mere awareness of them unrelated to
the other objects of our consciousness. We. can, that is, have no
knowledge which is certain a priori. Now, every proposition known
with absolute certainty must be obvious a priori, or deducible by
infallible means from a set of propositions known with absolute cer-
tainty. In the latter case, we may know a priori when we have ex-
hausted the presuppositions of the given proposition, or this may be
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,discovered by an infallible deduction from a set of presuppositions
:known with absolute certainty; and so on indefinitely. But since,
as we have seen, we have no knowledge certain a priori, we are driven
to the conclusion that there is no absolutely certain knowledge at all,
for to any given set of presuppositions for a given proposition which
is to be proved with absolute rigor, there must be adjoined other
propositions from which it can be deduced that the original set of
presuppositions contain everything that is necessary for us to know
ii order to deduce with absolute rigor the desired proposition, and
so in infinitum. Without self-sufficient knowledge at some point
or other, we can never arrive at all the presuppositions of any
proposition.

Since we can never arrive at all the premises of any proposition,
although no knowledge is self-sufficient, no knowledge is merely
derived; that is, more is said in any proposition than in any set of
premises we can assign to it. Even the propositions of geometry
do not follow merely from the axioms of geometry. The axioms of
geometry are stated in some language, either of words, or of symbol-
ism, but it is not merely so many queer marks on paper, so many
sounds, that go to make up the axioms of geometry. No! These
marks or sounds must be interpreted according to certain rules which
collectively constitute the grammar of the language of words or sym-
lbolism in question, and these rules as well as the axioms of geometry,
themselves condition the propositions of geometry. But these rules,
too, inust be applied, and we need further rules by which to apply

-these, and so on indefinitely. At some stage or other we come to rules
which are not written or spoken, but only thought,3 but in so far as

3 It is our inability to give any exhaustive set of rules for any language of
words or of symbolism which makes every grammar contain idioms (i. e., words
or phrases or symbots whose use is not adequately explained by the rules- of
graninar). Since any set of rules is inadequate to express all the usages of.any
language, to understand any language of words or of symbols, we must enter into
its spirit. This 41 spirit of the language " consists in the rules which are thought,
but not formulated in words, and the still greater body of usages which are
rather felt than formally thought. Even in mathematical symbolism, it is neces-
sary for the student to "enter into the spirit of" the symbolism.

they are definitely formulated rules, they must be applied in accord-
ance with further rules. The so-called "laws of thought" are no
exception: to make use of the law of contradiction, you must have
some criterion which will enable you to identify a proposition. As
Mr. Russell has pointed out, no law can cover itself as a specialeased
of its field of validity, so that the "laws of thought'" can not them
selves dictate the mode of their application.

The views I have stated above-that no experience is self-
sufficient, that no knowledge is absolutely certain, and that no knowl-
edge is merely derived-I call collectively "relativism." It is obvi-
ous on the face of it that relativism is closely related to two great
tendencies in modern philosophy: pragmatism and the metaphysics
of Bergson. Like both these theories, it is a protest against mere
frinalism in metaphysics. Pragmatism insists that every phil-
sophical theory should be jndged by the value of its consequences for
action; Bergson holds that the intellect alone gives us but a super-
ficial account of the universe-that it is by intuition, by that species
of thought which allows the mutual interpenetration of idea with
idea, and does not insist that concept shall be separated from concept
by. ilgid formal definitions, that we really grasp the inner meaning
of reality; rdativism insists that the supposed absolute rigidity of
the definitions used in metaphysics is but a fiction, that no concept
can mean what it does entirely independently of everything else.
To all these theories:the universe is, to all intents and purposes, infi-
iitely cdnplex: it any rate, they all regard the infinite complexity
of the universe at all object of khowledg as a hypothesis incapable
,of ultimate disproof.' For pragmatismiegards the universe as just
as complex as it is profitable to regard it, and does not consider it
possible to determine this in advance; Bergson considers all analysis
of the-universe, from the very nature of analysis, inadequate; while
relativism shows that we are unable to find any notions themselves
independent of all analysis (i. c. self-sufficient) in terms of which
vp catn analyze tle universe. Pragmatism Bergsonianism, apd rela
tivism aire three forms of anti-intellectualism.

Moreover, relativism agrees with praomatism in the manner in
which it critici;es intellectulism. Why is it that we have con-
denned absyolitismn or the philosophy of acquaintance? Not because
it- is necessarily fale, butbecause its triuth is unverifiable; because
the existence -pr ntu-existence- oiL the absolute, or knowable by
acquaintane oilddnot je Aistinguiishable from its presence-its
presence would, lead to no- Snicat results. But the cardinal
notions of pragnt-ism are that the truth of a theory consists in its
vrifiability, thit only. that which is distinguishable from something
else is distinct from it, and that no theory is either true or false except
in so far as its consequences are significant for human action. That
i, our dialectic showed that the views we criticized are not true by
proving that they are unpragmatic.

But the fact -that we have made -use of the pragmatic method
in criticizing other views does not necessarily commit us to the
acceptance of the priagmatie criterion of truth as an ultimate crite-
rion. We are not compelled by anything we have said above to make
the unqualified assertion that the whole meaning of a conception
expresses itself in its practical consequences. Indeed, taking the
words as they stand, we can not accept this as final, for in no signifi-
cant sense has a conception a "whole meaning," nor are we able to
give a perfectly adequate account of what we mean by its "practical
consequences." As the pragmatist is the first to urge, no conception
has a meaning except in some particular context or other, and in no
signifient sense can we ever arrive at the total context of any con-
cept. Every concept we can mention is particular and partial,
Moreover, the notion of the "practical consequences" of a view is
extremely vague and indeterminate, and can not possibly be regarded
as an ultimate. Does the phrase mean those conseqiences which
satisfy or fail to satisfy some of our particular purposes, or any. of
our purposes, or all of our purposes? Just when is a mental state
a purpose, after all. ? These questions and many more must -be

11answyred once forall before we caii accept the pragmatic criterion
as an ultiniate. Pragiatisn can claiii only to be a better relative
standard of truth and falisity than the views it opposes: as an abso-
lute standard, it is open to the objections we have r-ised against all
views which claimh to have attained complete truth. And even as a
relative standard, whatever our individual opinions on the subject
may be, there is nothiig in relativism per se which compells us to
admit that pragmatism has any advantages over any other theory of
the nature of truth. The fact that the relativist denies the existence
of the pure reason does not in itself demand that he should believe in
the primacy of the p-actical reason, in the Kantian sense of the latter
term. As Mr. Russell has emphasized in his essay on "pragmatism"
in his "Philosophical Essays," open-mindedness is not the exclusive
prerogative of the pragmatist.

I do not think, however, that James would have claimed seriously
that pragmatism has attained any absolute truth: James was too
open-minded a man ever to become quite dogmatic. But the human-
ism of Schiller claims to be nothing if not final. Schiller treats his
fundamental proposition, "Alan is the measure of- all things," as
thotIghi it were an ultimate truth. Now, it is easy to see that, taken
in any absolute sense, this is either a tautology or an error. For what
constitutes a man ? It is not as subject that our self can be made the
measure of all, or of any, things; it is only the self as known, as object,
that can be made such a measure,. But what is the self as knowin,
the empirical ego'? As Janies pointed out, we have many empirical
egos- we have a social, a professional, "a- business; a- religious self, etc,
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discovered by an infallible deduction from a set of presuppositions

known with absolute certainty; and so on indefinitely. But since,
as we have seen, we have no krowledge certain a priori, we are-driven
to the conclusion that there is no absolutely certain knowledge at all,
for to any given set of presuppositions for a given propositionuwhiel
is to be proved with absolute rigor, there must be adjoined other

propositions from which it can be deduced that the original set of
presuppositions contain everything that is necessary for us to know
in order to deduce with absolute rigor the desired proposition, and
so fi infinitum. Without self-sufficient knowledge at some point
or other, we can never arrive at all the presuppositions of any
proposition.

Since we can never arrive at all the premises of any proposition,
although no knowledge is self-sufficient, no knowledge is merely
derived; that is, more is said in any proposition than in any set of
premises we can assign to it. Even the propositions of geometry
do not follow merely from the axioms of geometry. The axioins of
geometry are stated in some language, either of words, or of symbol-
ism, but it is not merely so many queer marks on paper, so many
sounds, that go to make up the axioms of geometry. No! These
marks or sounds must be interpreted according to certain rules whieh
collectively constitute the grammar of the lang-uage of words or sym-
bolism in question, and these rules as well as the axioms of geometry,
themselves condilion the propositions of geometry. But these rules,
'too, must be applied, and we need further rules by which to apply
'these, and so on indefinitely. At some stage or other we come to rules

which are not written or spoken, but only thought, but in so far as
:;It is our inability to give any exhaustive set of rules for any language of

words or of symbolism which makes every grammar contain idioms (i. e., words
or phiases or symbols whose use is not adequately explained by the rules of
gramuar). Since any set of rules is inadequate to express all tle usages of any

language, to understand any language of words or of symbols, w nust enter into

its spiriI. This " spirit of the language "' consists in the rules which are thought,
but not formulated in words, and the still greater body of usages which are
rather felt than foinmally thought. Even in mathematical symbolism, it is neces-

sary for the student to "enter into the spirit of" the symbolism.

Ithey are definitely formulated rules, they must be applied in accord-
1ance with further rules. The so-called "laws of thought'" are no
exception: to make use of the law of contradiction, you must have
some criterion which will enable you to identify a proposition. As
Mr. Russell has pointed out, no law can cover itself as a special case

-of its field, of validity, so that the "laws of thought" can not them-
selves dictate the mode of their application.

The views I have stated above-that no experience is self-
sufficient, that no knowledge is absolutely certain, and that no knowl-
edge is merely derived-I call collectively "relativism." It is obvi-
ous on the face of it that relativism is closely related to two great
tendencies in modern philosophy: pragmatism and the metaphysics
of Bergson. Like both these theories, it is a protest against mere
formalism in metaphysics. Pragmatism insists that every philo-
sophical theory should be judged by the value of its consequences for
action; Bergson holds that the intellect alone gives us but a super-
ficial account of the universe-that it is by intuition, by that species
of thought which allows the mutual interpenetration of idea with
idea,.and does not insist that concept shall be separated from concept
by rigid formal definitions, that we really grasp the inner meaning
of reality; relativism insists that the supposed absolute rigidity 6f

'the definitions used in metaphysics is but a fiction, that no concept
can mean what it does entirely independently of everything else.
To all these theories the universe is, to all intents and purposes, infi-
nitely complex: at any rate, they all regard the infinite complexity
of the universe as an object of knowledge as a hypothesis incapable
of ultimate disproof. For pragmatism regards the universe as just
as complex as it is profitable to regard it, and does not consider, it
possible to determine this in advance; Bergson considers all analysis
of the universe, from the very nature of analysis, inadequate; while

relativism shows that we are unable to find any notions themselves
independent of all analysis (i. e., self-sufficient) in terms of which
we can analyze the universe. Pragmatism, Bergsonianism, and rela-
tivism are three forms of anti-intellectualism.

Moreover, relativism agrees with pragmatism in the manner in
'vich it criticizes intellectualism. Why is it that we have con-
demned absolutism or the philosophy of acquaintance? Not because
it is necessarily false, but because its truth is unverifiable; because
the existence or non-existence of the absolute, or knowable by
acquaintance, would not be distinguishable from its presence-its
presence would lead to no significant results. But the cardinal
notions of pragmatism are that the truth of a theory consists in its
verifiability, that only that which is distinguishable from something
else is distinct from it, and that no theory is either true or false except
in so far as its consequences are significant for human action. That
is, our dialectic showed' that the views we criticized are not true. by
proving that they are unpragmatic.

But the fact that we have made use of the pragmatic method
in criticizing other views does not necessarily commit us to the

nieceptance of the pragmatic criterion of truth as an ultimate crite-
rion. We are not compelled by anything we have said above to make
the unqualified assertion that the whole meaning of a conception
expresses itself in its practical consequences. Indeed, taking the
words as they stand, we can not accept this as final, for in no signifi-
*cant sense has a conception a "whole meaning,'' nor are we able to
give a perfectly adequate account of what we mean by its "practkal
consequences." As the pragmatist is the first to urge, no conception
has a meaning except in some particular context or other, and in no
significant sense can we ever arrive at the total context of any con-

cept. Every concept we can mention is particular and partial.
Moreover, the notion of the "practical consequences ' of a view is
extremely vague and indeterminate, and can not possibly be regarded
as an ultimate. Does the phrase mean those consequences which
satisfy or fail to satisfy some of our particular purposes, or any of
our pirpL)oses, or all of oar purposes,? Just when is a mental state
a purpose, after all ? These questions and many more must be
answered once for all before we can accept the pragmatic criterion
as an ultimate. Pragmatism can claim only to be a better relative
standard of truth and falisity than the views it opposes: as an abso-
lute standard, it is open to the objections we have raised against all
views which claim to have attained complete truth. And even as a
relative standard, whatever our individual opinions on the subject
may be, there is nothing in relativism per se which compells us to
admit that pragmatism has any advantages over any other theory of
the nature of truth. The fact that the relativist denies the existence
of the pure reason does not in itself demand that he should believe in
the primacy of the practical reason, in the Kantian sense of the latter
"te'rm. As Mr. Russell has emphasized in his essay on "pragmatism"'
in his "Philosophical Essays," open-mindedness is not the exclusive
prerogative of the pragmatist.

I do not think, however, that James would have claimed seriously
that pragmatism has attained any absolute truth: James was too
open-minded a man ever to become quite dogmatic. But the human-
ism of Schiller claims to be nothing if not final. Schiller treats his
fundamental proposition. "Man is the measure of all things," as
though it were an ultimate triiuh. Now, it is easy to see that, taken
in any absolute sense, this is either a tautology or an error. For what
constitutes a man ? It is not as subject that our self can be made the
measure of all, or of any things; it is only the self as known, as object,
that can be made such a meki'sure. Blfm What is the self as known,
-'the empirical ego? As James pointed out, we have many empirical

gos;' e htive a social, a4'ifessional, a business, a religiohs' self, ete
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No one of these is the measure of all things: our religious self is the
measure of religion, our business self of business. etc. But, it will be
said it is our empirical ego taken in its widest sense, embracing all
these, that is the measure of all things. But is this not a mere
tautology? Is not the empirical ego but another name for that
which is central in our experjence, for that to which other experi-
ences are related? Is not the 'sole reason that man is the measure of
all things, that "man,"' taken in this sense, is a mere synonym for
"the measure of all things" ? If one define "man" by naming frebody, or the body and certain particular experiences closely relat Ito it, oihe will only get a relatively imperfect measure of all thinks:
just as the inch is no longer the length of the royal thumb, nor tp
ell the length of the royal arm, so most of our criteria becomes pro-
gressively dehumanized, though of course, since no two things ar
completely out of relation, they never completely lose their connection
with the self. But it is only in this relative sense, where "man"
stands for certain central aspects of our experience, which can not
be delimited with absolute rigor, that "Man is the measure of all
things" is significantly true. And even here it would be better. to
say, "Man is a factor entering into the measurement of all thiags,
and the most significant factor in the measurement of many, perhaps
most things," than merely, "Man is the measure of all things."
T1Inmanism is partial in precisely the same sense that the humanists
accuse naturalism of being partial, though perhaps not to the same
,degree.

But, all things considered, relativism is far nearer to pragmatism
than to Bergsonianism. Relativism only objects to pragmatism iln
so far as it. seems to claim to have said the last word in philosophy:
a relativistic pragmatism is quite possible. But Bergsonianism con-
tains elements which are essentially non-relativistic. Bergson postu-
lates gulfs which can not be bridged between homogeneous duration
andn nmathematical time, between purposes and mechanism, between
life and matter, between language and thought, between that intuitive
thought which allows the mutual interpenetration of idea with idea,
and intellectual thought,-that thought which deals in absolutely
hard-and-fast concepts and clear-cut distinctions. The world is for
Beroson divided by a set of fundamental dichotomies, which are made
with absolute sharpness. Though he believes that the opposing sides
of these dichotomies are found everywhere intertwined and inter-
related with one another, their opposition is for him a fundamental
and irreducible fact. Now, to suppose the existence of absolutely
sharp distinctions runs directly counter to the spirit of Nativism,
and,I believe, of Bergsonianism itself.. For Bergson, in a quite rela-
tivistic way, believes that our only way of attaining a true insight
into the inmost nature of the worldd is by a sort of thought which does
not admit absolutely rigid distinctions or clean-cut coi'cepts-the
kind of thought he calls intuitive. Intellectual thought he regards as
giving us only a surface view of the universe. Therefore. ,judged
both by its own criteria, and by those of relativism, Bergsonianism
fails to give us an adequate insight into the true nature of things, fo
'it treats the world as, made up of two absolutely separate, irreon,
cilable halves. Bergsonianism gives a highly intellectualistic account

.of the universe, tending to show the inadequacy of intellectualism,
It is trte, M. Berson states. that the intellectualistic forn of his
presentation of ietaphysics is only the hullin which a pealy initui-
tive treatment is concealed, yet it seems to me that his unbridgeable

-antitheses are in spirit even more intellectualistic than in form.
.Certainly, they satisfy all the criteria he gives of intellectual in con-
tradistinction to intuitive thought.,

,seems to me thaft Bergson's error arises as follows Bergson
believes 11 at the physical ejenceand'mathematics deal with inotions
that are absolutely oriid. Jle thinks, that there is a. mie or less
independent, purely intellectual world, within which'these disciplines
move, though he regards this world as of derivenud seconidary impor-
tane. Though the world of space and matter io for :hii but a sur
face-world but the external manifestation of the true world of' tim
and life, it is a world of pure space and pure matter and pure frnms.
uncontaminated by any taint of time or of life or of' the "'n1tial
interpenetration" of idea with idea. Whether this. wotld is or is
not ever found in entire separation from time, life, and intuiiv'e
thought is of no essential importance: Bergson supposes that this
world has some sort of an independent existence. But we have seen
that such a world is a mere nonenity; that natural science, like every
other intellectual discipline, must deal with imperfectly defined con-
cepts, and hence must permit a certain amount of the interpenetration
of idea with idea. Even in the case of mathematics, 'the most ab-
stract and most formal of all disciplines, we have seen that no assigna-
ble set of rules will ever exhaust the conditions of the validity of a
single deduction; we have seen how the very use of a symbolism is
conditioned by our thinking according to the spirit of the symbolism,
which can never itself be exhaustively and adequately symbolized.
No! Bergson's dualism is a false one: pure formal thought exists
only as a misinterpretation of mathematics by Bergson and certain
'formalistic philosophers of mathematics. Only the realm of the
mutual interpenetration of idea with idea really exists.

But even this realm does not exist quite as Bergson conceives it.
Since Bergson regards mathematics and the allied sciences as purely
formal disciplines, and puts them in a world by themselves, he is
forced to consider. the realm of the mutual interpenetation of 'idea
with idea as free from all taint of mathematics. In our true insight
into the world, he believes, we cast aside the shackles of formal rea-
soning, and with a sort of a systematical intuition, perceive imme-
diately the inmost nature of reality. Scientific reasoning, though
perhaps necessary as a propaedeutic to our final appreciation of
reality, is entirely transcended by it. This mysticism is the necessary
result of a belief in the purely formal character of mathematics and
physical science. But, if we do not believe that mathematics and
physical science are purely formal, if we believe that these disciplines,
admit of and even demand the "mutual interpenetration" of idea
with idea, then there is no ground for thinking that they, too, do not
play their part in our true insight into the universe. Indeed, there
is no metaphysical reason why the extremest claims ever made foF
the value of mathematics and science as factors in the explanatich' t
the universe (provided that these claims do not demand that maitly'.
inatics or science should be ultimate) should not be true. Ber dh,
sets up a windmill, calls it physical science, and then charges it most"
valiantly. But it is only because it is a windmill, and not true sci-
eice that he attacks, that he comes off victorious.

We have explained what we mean by relativism, and wherein it
differs from other philosophical beliefs, and we have given certain
reasons which seem to justify our preference for it. But before we
close this paper we must consider certain objections which have been
raised against some of the views which go to make up the relativistic
position. Bradley raises an objection against our position which
might seem at first sight fatal. I-Ie says,4 "In theory you can not

4"Appearance and Reality," page 512.
Indulge with consistency in an ultimate doubt. You are forced,
willingly' or not, at a certain point to assume infallibility. For,
otherwise, how could you proceed to judge at all"? The intellect
in the intellectual world . . . must remain supreme. And, if it
attempts to abdicate, its empire is forthwith broken up. . . . Even
the extreme of theoretical skepticism is based on some accepted idea
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No one of these is the measure of all things: our religious self is the
measure of religion, our business self of business, etc. But, it will be
said, it is our empirical ego taken in its widest sense, embracing all
these, that is the measure of all things. But is this not a mere
tautology'? Is not the empirical ego but another name for that
which is central in our experience, for that to which other experi-
ences are related'? Is not the sole reason that man is the measure of
all things, that "man," taken in this sense, is a mere synonym for
"the measure of all thiigs" ? If one define "man" by naming the
body, or the body and certain particular experiences closely related
to it, one will only get a relatively imperfect measure of all things:
just as the inch is no longer the length of the royal thumb, nor the
ell the length of the royal arm, so most of our criteria becomes pro-
gressively dehumanized, though of course, since no two things are
completely out of relation, they never completely lose their connection
with the self. But it is only in this relative sense, where "man"
stands for certain central aspects of our experience, which can not
be delimited with absolute rigor, that "Man is the measure of all
things" is significantly true. And even here it would be better to
say, "Man is a factor entering into the measurement of all things,
and the most significant factor in the measurement of many, perhaps
most things," than merely, "Man is the measure of all things."
Humanism is partial in precisely the same sense that the humanists
accuse naturalism of being partial, though perhaps not to the same
degree.

But, all things considered, relativism is far nearer to pragmatism
than to Bergsonianism. Relativism only objects to. pragmatism in
so far as it seems to claim to have said the last word in philosophy:
a relativistic pragmatism is quite possible. But Bergsonianism con-
tains elements which are essentially non-relativistic. Bergson postu-
lates gulfs which can not be bridged between homogeneous duration
.and mathematical time, between purposes and mechanism, between
life and matter, between language and thought, between that intuitive
thought which allows the mutual interpenetration of idea with idea,
and intellectual thought,-that thought which deals in absolutely
hard-and-fast concepts and clear-cut distinctions. The world is for
Bergson divided by a set of fundamental dichotomies, which are made
with absolute sharpness. Though he believes that the opposing sides
of these dichotomies are found everywhere intertwined and inter-
related with one another, their opposition is for him a fundamental
and irreducible fact. Now, to suppose the existence of absolutely
sharp distinctions runs directly counter to the spirit of relativism,
and, I believe, of Bergsonianism itself. For Bergson, in a quite rela-
tivistic way, believes that our only way of attaining a true insight

into the inmost nature of the world is by. a sort of thought which does
not admit absolutely rigid distinctions or clean-cut concepts-the
kind of thought he calls intuitive. Intellectual thought he regards as
giving us only a surface view of the universe. Therefore, judged
both by its own criteria and by those of relativism, Bergsonianism
fails to give us an adequate insight into'the true nature of things, for
it. treats the world as made up of two absolutely separate, irrecon-
cilable halves. Bergsonianism gives a highly intellectualistic account

-of the universe, tending to show the inadequacy of intellectualism,

It is true, M. Bergson states that the intellectualistic form of his
presentation of metaphysics is only the hull in which a really intui-
tive treatment is concealed, yet it seems to me that his unbridgeable
antitheses are in spirit even more intellectualistic than in form.
Certainly, they satisfy all the criteria he gives of intellectual in con-
tradistinction to intuitive thought.

It seem-s to me that Bergson's error ariss as follows: Bergson
believes that the physical sciences and mathematics deal with notions
that are absolutely rigid. He thinks that there is a more or less
independent, purely intellectual world, within which these disciplines

move, though he regards this world as of derive nd secondary impor-
tance. Though the world of space and matter mN for him but a sur-
face-world, but the external manifestation of the true world of time
and life, it is a world of pure space and pure matter and pure forms,
uncontaminated by any taint of time or of life or of the "mutual
interpenetration" of idea with idea. Whether this world is or is
not ever found in entire separation from time, life, and intuitive
thought is of no essential importance: Bergson supposes that this
world has some sort of an independent existence. But we have seen
that such a world is a mere nonenity; that natural science, like every
other intellectual discipline, must deal with imperfectly defined con-
cepts, and hence must permit a certain amount of the interpenetration
of idea with idea. Even in the case of mathematics, the most ab-
stract and most formal of all disciplines, we have seen that no assigna-
ble set of rules will ever exhaust the conditions of the validity of a
single deduction; we have seen how the very use of a symbolism is
conditioned by our thinking according to the spirit of the symbolism.,
which can never itself be exhaustively and adequately symbolized.
No! Bergson's dualism is a false one: pure formal thought exists
only as a misinterpretation of mathematics by Bergson and certain

formalistic philosophers of mathematics. Only the realm of the
mutual interpenetration of idea with idea really exists.

But even this realm does not exist quite as Bergson conceives it.

Since Bergson regards mathematics and the allied sciences as purely
formal disciplines, and puts them in a world by themselves, he is
forced to consider the realm of the mutual interpenetation of idea
with idea as free from all taint of mathematics. In our true insight

into the world, he believes, we cast aside the shackles of formal rea-

soning, and with a sort of a systematical intuition, perceive imme-

diately the inmost nature of reality. Scientific reasoning, though

perhaps necessary as a proptedeutic to our final appreciation of

reality, is entirely transcended by it. This mysticism is the necessary
result of a belief in the purely formal character of mathematics and

physical science. But, if we do not believe that mathematics and
physical science are purely formal, if we believe that these disciplines

admit of and even demand the "mutual interpenetration" of idea

with idea, then there is no ground for thinking that they, too, do not

play their part in our true insight into the universe. Indeed, there

is no metaphysical reason why the extremnest claimiis ever made for

the value of mathematics and. science as factors in the explanation of

the universe (provided that these claims do not demand 'that mathe-

niatics or science should be ultimate) should not be true. Bergson

sets up a windmill, calls it physical science. and then charges it most

'valiantly. But it is only because it is a windmill, and not true sci-

ence that he attacks, that he comes off victorious.

We have explained what we mean by relativism, and wherein it

differs from other philosophical beliefs, and we have given certaint

reasons which seem to justify our preference for it. But before we
close this paper we must consider certain objections which have been

raised against some of the views which go to make up the relativistic
position. Bradley raises an objection against our position which
might seem at first sight fatal. He says,' "In theory you can not

Appearance and Reality,'" page 512.

indulge with consistency in an ultimate doubt. You are forced,
'willingly or not, at a certain point to assume infallibility. For,
'otherwise, how could you proceed to judge at all'? The intellect
in the intellectual world . . . must remain supreme. And, if it
attempts to abdicate, its ehipire is forthwith broken up. . . . Even

ithe extreme of theoretical skepticism is based on some accepted idea
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tively speaking, our views may be of a low degree of truth, but
absolutely speaking, they are known with absolute certainty. You
yourself admit that the validity of your arguments is only relatively
certain, and that you only, prove the relative dubiousness of other
views. Hence, your arguments do not at all concern our claims to
have reached absolutely certain conclusions." This argument is,
stictly speaking, unanswerable, for the same reason that mysticism,
and all philosophical views which claim to be supported by some
brand of knowledge essentially different from the sort of knowledge
-we recoOnize ourselves to possess, are unanswerable. If my opponents
actually meant by absolute knowledge something generically differ-
ent from relative knowledge, then no arguments on the basis of rela-
tive knowledge could overthrow their faith in absolute knowledge. If
lone believes that, for example, in the contemplation of the absolute we
have an insight into the nature of the universe different, not in degree,
but in kind from the knowledge we have of "appearances," no argu-
nent can refute him. But I do not personally experience any differ-
ent sort of knowledge than the relative knowledge of which I have
given ain account in this paper; and I believe that it is the results
of this knowledge that the views I criticize mean to express. I believe
-that both the experiences of the absolutist, the acquaintance philos,
opher, the pragmatist, and even the Bergsonian, and the set of notions
which they use to analyze their experiences, are radically similar to
my own. I believe I am not talking entirely at cross-purposes with
every other philosopher. Just as the absolutist thinks that all other
philosophical views are incomplete absolutisms, and as the pragmatist
thinks that all other philosophical views are inadequate pragmatisms,
so I must think that all philosophies are nascent relativisms. This
may seem a tremendous act both of faith and of presumption, but it
is the sort of act of faith and presumption that every one who holds
a I)hilosophical position must perform before his view can enter th6
lists against other philosophies.

We have seen, then, the bearing on relativism of the objection to
it on the score that a universal doubt is impossible. There is an-
other ground on which it might seem that valid criticisms of relativism
could be based. It is clear, as we have shown. that relativism demands
that experience should be, at least potentially, irrfinitely complex.
For since no knowledge is self-sufficient, each item of kinowled-e meant
what it does only in relation to the objects of other items of knowl-
edge, which, in turn, are what they are only in relation to the objects
of still other items of knowledge, and so on indefinitely. To some
people the notion of infinite complexity seens repuginmnt. "What!
they will say, "Does each item of knowledge demand reference to
other items of knowledge? Is no experience simple? In the first
place, this would make all knowledge absolutely, not relatively un-
certain, for it would demand a detailed knowledge of the universe
before we could have any knowledge of any part of it. In the second
place, the human mind rebels against the notion of infinite con-
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of truth and fact. It is because you are sure as to some main feature
of truth and reality, that you ave compelled to doubt or to reject
special truths which are offered to you. But, if so, you stand on an
absolute principle, and, with regard to this, you claim, tacitly or
openly, to be infallible. And to start from our general fallibility.
and to argue from this to the uncertainty of every possible resul-. is
in the end irrational. For the assertion, 'I am sure I am everywhr
fallible,' contradicts itself, and would revive a familiar Gree
dilemma."

Bradley's argument here is vitiated by the ambiguity of the term,
'"doubt." "Doubt" may mean (1) the absence of certainty, or (2)
disbelief, or (3) an attitude of active questioning. In the first sense,
I may be said to have doubts of the law of the conservation of energy,
because no proofs which may be given of it are adequate to establish
it as more than an approximation, but that does not mean that I
disbelieve it, nor even that I actively question it. Bradley is right
in saying that an ultimate disbelief in every proposition, or even an
ultimate questioning of every proposition is impossible, for every
disbelief or question is possible only on the b asis of some belief
which is not at the same tirg questioned. If I disbelieve that
2 -- 2= 4, 1 believe that 2 2 4, and if I fuestion whether
2 + 2= 4, I do so on the basis of some further mathematical niotions
of mine which I leave unquestioned for the time being. IBut an ulti-
mate uncertainty is not by any means impossible. The fact that any
uncertainty must have a ground does not lay upon us an eternal in-
junction never to be uncertain of this ground--in fact my very un-
certainty whether there is a ground for doubtiig a given proposition
or not is a sufficient ground foa Iray uncertainty of its truth. The
principle on which I stand in any doubt I need not regard as
infallible: I may simply consider it extremely plausible. Tue, if we
had the bare alternative before us of criticizing the principles of our
doubt while we are doubting, or not criticizing it at all, Bradley's
argument would hold, and I would need an absolute principle as the
,ground of my doubt. But this is not so: the fact that I have once
considered a proposition without questioning it does not mean that
I have thereby relinquished forever my right to question it. More-
over, the true doubter would not say, "I am sure I am everywhere
fallible;" or, if he said it, he would not regard the certainty asserted
as absolute. For to say with absolute confidence, "I am sure I am
everywhere fallible," you must har an absolutely adequate knowl-
Sedge of wherein fallibility consists, and what constitutes sureness.
And these concepts, like all concepts, can only be defined in terms of
concepts themselves requiring further definition, and so ad in finitumn.
So in a very significant sense, the relativist may be said to regard his
very uncertainty as uncertain. Relativism only claims to be rela,-
tively true.

But the moment we take this view of relativism, the dialectical
refutations we have made of other views take on a new aspect. For
if we admit the correctness of these refutations is only relatively
certain, the views refuted may. still retain something of relative truth.
Absolutism, Bergsonianism. the philosophy of Mr. Moore, and all the
views we have opposed will, looked at from this new standpoint,
have a certain amount of truth in them. In what sense, then, has our
refutation been a refntation at all? If these views, when crushed to
earth, rise again, kvhy should we not regard,,. them as true ? Should
we not rather regard what we have considered a refutation a dia-
lectical corroboration of these positions, showing that their very
denial involves their assertion ?

No! for although all propositions are relatively true, not all rela-
tive truths are of the same value., ihough no absolute refutation of
any view is possible, a relative refutation is. And what we have
really shown concerning the views we criticize is this: any sort of
truth they may have is very different in character from what we
ordinarily call truth. We have attempted to discuss the views we
oppose,and see what consequences they would lead to if they meant
anything at all similar to what they appear to mean, and we have
een that these conclusions are very paradoxical, to say the least.

Perhaps by some distortion of language they may be made to repre-
sent some significant reality, but such a distortion would have to be
very far-fetched. Though the views we have criticized are only rela-
tively uncertain, their degree of certainty, if taken as they stand, is
much lower than that of relativism. This does not necessarily mean,
however, that they are not perversions of views of a high degree of
certainty, couched in relative terms.

But those who holdthe views I criticize may answer, "Yes, rela-
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of truth and fact. It is because you are sure as to some main feature
of truth and reality, that you are compelled to doubt or to reject
special truths which are offered to you. But, if so. you stand on an
absolute principle, and, with regard to this, you claim, tacitly or
openly, to be infallible. And to start from our general fallibility.
and to argue from this to the uncertainty of every posible result. is
in the end irrational. For the assertion, 'I am sure I am everywhere
fallible,' contradicts itself, and would revive a familiar Greek
dilemma."

Bradley's argument here is vitiated by the ambiguity of the term.
"doubt'. ''Doubt" may mean (1) the absence of certainty, or (2)
disbelief, or (3) an attitude of active questioning. In the. first sense,
I may be said to have doubts of the law of the conservation of energy,
because no proofs which may be given of it are adequate to establish
it as more than an approximation, but that does not mean that I
.disbelieve it, nor even that I actively question it. Bradley is right
in saying that an ultimate disbelief in every proposition, or even an
ultimate questioning of every proposition is impossible, for every
disbelief or question is possible only on the basis of some belief
which is not at the same time questioned. If I disbelieve that
'2 + 2 4, I believe that 2-- 2+4, and if I question whether
2 + 2 4, I do so on the basis of some further mathematical notions
of mine which I leave unquestioned for the time being. But an ulti-
mate uncertainty is not by any means impossible. The fact that any
uncertainty must have a ground does not lay upon us an eternal in-
junction never to be uncertain of this ground-in fact my very un-
certainty whether there is a ground for doubting a given proposition
or not is a sufficient ground for my uncertainty of its truth. The
principle on which I stand in any doubt I need not regard as
infallible: I may simply consider it extremely plausible. True, if we
had the bare alternative before us of criticizing the principles of our
doubt while we are doubting, or not criticizing it at all, Bradley's
argument would hold, and I would need ai absolute principle as the
ground of my doubt. But -this is not so: the fact that I have once
considered a proposition without questioning it does not mean that
I have thereby relinquished forever my right to question it. More-
over, the true doubter would not say, "I am sure I am everywhere
fallible; " or, if he said it, he would not regard the certainty asserted
as absolute. For to say with absolute confidence, "I am sure I am
everywhere fallible," you must have an absolutely adequate knowl-
edge of wherein fallibility consists, and what constitutes sureness.
And these concepts, like all concepts, can only be defined in terms of
concepts themselves requiring further definition, and so ad infinitum.
So in a very significant sense, the relativist may be said to regard his
very uncertainty as uncertain. Relativism only claims to be rela-
tively true.

But the moment we take this view of relativism, the dialectical
refutations we have made of other views take on a new aspect. For
if we admit the correctness of these refutations is only relatively
certain, the views refuted may still retain something of relative truth.
Absolutism, Bergsonianism, the philosophy of Mr. Moore, and all the
views we have opposed will, looked at from this new standpoint,
have a certain amount of truth in them. In what sense, then, has our
refutation been a refutation at 'all? If these views, when crushed to
earth, rise again, why should we not regard them as true? Should
we not rather regard what we have considered a refutation a dia-
lectical corroboration of these positions, showing that their very
denial involves their assertion ?

No! for although all propositions are relatively true, not all rela-
tive truths are of the same value. Though no absolute refutation of
any view is possible, a relative refutation is. And what we have
really shown concerning the views we criticize is this: any sort of
truth they may have is very different in character from what we
ordinarily call truth. We have attempted to discuss the views we
oppose, and see what consequences they would lead to if they meant
anything at all similar to what they appear to mean, and we have
seen that these conelusions are very paradoxical, to say the least.
Perhaps by some distortion of language they may be made to repre-
sent some significant reality, but such a distortion would have to be
very far-fetched. Though the views we have criticized are only rela-
tively uncertain, their degree of certainty, if taken as they stand, is
much lower than that of relativism. This does not necessarily mean,
however, that they are not perversions of views of a high degree of
certainty, couched in relative terni h

But those who hold the views I criticize may answer, "Yes, rela-
lively speaking, our views may be of a low degree of truth, but
absolutely speaking, they are known with absolute certainty. You
yourself admit that the validity of your arguments is only relatively
certain, and that you only prove the relative dubiousness of other
views. Hence, your arguments do not at all concern our claims to
have reached absolutely certain conclusions." This argument is,
strictly speaking, unanswerable, for the same reason that mysticism,
and all philosophical views which claim to be supported by some
brand of knowledge essentially different from the sort of knowledge
we recognize ourselves to possess, are unanswerable. If my opponents

'actually meant by absolute knowledge something generically differ-
ent from relative knowledge, then no arguments on the basis of rela-
tive knowledge could overthrow their faith in absolute knowledge. If
one believes that, for example, in the contemplation of the absolute we
have an insight into the nature of the universe different, not in degree,
but in kind from the knowledge we have of "appearances,""no argn-
ment can refute him. But I do not personally experience any differ-
ent sort of knowledge than the relative knowledge of which I have
given an account in this paper; and I believe that it is the results
of this knowledge that the views I criticize mean to express. I believe

'that both the experiences of the absolutist, the acquaintance philos-
opher, the pragmatist, and even the Bergsonian, and the set of notions
which they use to analyze their experiences, are radically similar to
my own. I believe I am not talking entirely at cross-purposes with
every other philosopher. Just as the absolutist thinks that all other
philosophical views are incomplete absolutisms, and as the pragmatist
thinks that all other philosophical views are inadequate praginatisis,
so I must think that all philosophies are nascent relativisms. This
may seem a tremendous act both of faith and of presumption, but it
is the sort of act of faith and presumption that every one who holds
a philosophical position must perform before his view can enter the
lists against other philosophies.

We have seen, then, the bearing on relativism of the objection to
it on the score that a universal doubt is impossible. There is an-

'other ground on which it might seeifi that valid criticisms of relativism
'could be based. It is clear,'his we havd shown, that relativism demands
that experience should be, 'at least potentially, infinitely complex.
For since no knowledge is self-sufficient, each item of knowledge meait
what it does only in relation to the objects of other items of knowl-
edge, which, in turn, are what they are only in relation to the objects
of still other items of knowledge, and so on indefinitely. To some
people the notion of infinite complexity seems repugnant. "What!"
they will say, "Does each item of knowledge demand reference to
other items of knowledge? Is no dper'lence simple? In the first
place, this would make all knowledge absolutely, not relatively un-
certain, for it would demand a detailed knowledge of the universe
before we could have any knovledge of any part of it. In the second
pla-e, the hYnikn mind 'rebels agaiist the notion of infinite com-
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Such criticisms of relativism, plausible as they may seem, are not
really valid. For, in the first place, relativism does not say that in
order to have any comprehension of any item of knowledge we must
refer it consciously to all or any other items of knowledge. Relativism
does not deny that weimay have "innate ideas," or other forms of
instinctive knowledge. It is not the tem poral, but the logical a priori
that it questions. It merely says that any new knowledge we acquire
must he internally ielevant to our previous knowledge: that only in
proportion as .it is thus relevant is it knowledge at all. It does not
impose upon, us the psychological task of experiencing each item of
experiencen conscious proximity to every other item, but simply
cautions us that we are never sure that we are done with our labor
of comparing one concept with another, of criticizing each notion and
theory, of ours on the basis of our other theories and notions. The
fomer, task can indeed never be accomplished, and if relativism
cl'jmqd, to be a psychological theory of what actually occurs in our
minds, we would have to regard knowledge as not relatively, but albo-
lutely impossible. The latter task, though, from the nature of tby.
ease, it can never be finished, is by no means futile. Is the physicist
discouraged because he knows that neither he, nor any one else, will
ever be able to verify a single law of physics with more than approxi-
mate accuracy? Indeed, does he not expect with confidence that the
next twenty or thirty years will bring new formulations of almost

(.very physical law!? The otiqn of the infinite complexity of experi-
ence which relativism demands is none other than that which the
scientist has long made use of: it is merely the notion of the infinite
potential complexity of experience. It is our right to analyze every
concept, not our duty to analyze any concept exhaustively, on which
the relativist insists.

In the second place, I doubt whether the human mind feels any
,great repugnance against ti emptionl0f infinite complexity. Against

the spread-out infinite complexity which Royce attributes to the
absolute experience, I, at least, it is true, feel an instinctive repug-
nauee. But, as we have just been saying, this is not the sort of
infinite complexity which relativism holds to exist. The relativist
believes that everything, in so far as it is understood adequately, is

,understood in relation to other things,-that our analysis need never
come to a definitive stopping-place. And I think that that critic to
whom all philosophers sooner or later appeal-the common man-will
agree with me in this. He is never satisfied when, in answer to some
question he asks, the metaphysician says, "'This is ultimate, and hence
inexplicable." For him, there is a 'why'" to everything, and every-
thing has a structure, if only trpuble is taken to find it. In the same
frame. of mind in which he expected the atom to be divided and
confidently expects, the electron to be divided, he distrusts those who
tell him that certain of his experiences are simple and unanalyzable.
The common man is, as a matter of fact, a thorough relativist: an
"instinctive" repugnance against the belief in the infinite complexity
of the universe is only to be found among those who, like the White
Queen in "iThrough the Looking~-glass," have schooled themselves
long and carefully in believing impossibilities.

The scientist too, I repeat, is an out-and-out relativist in all that
concerns his science: in all, that is, that he does not take over on
faith from the technical philosopher. He realizes full well that his
instruments give only approximate readings, that his observations
record only approximately the readings of his instruments, that his
a*ws and hjp formuhe are mere approximations, and' that even the
nkirg-in of probable error which he calculates for his readings and his
laws is only approximately determined, so that he never has a com-
pletely accurate knowledge of the degree of approximateness of his
approximations. It is even only with approximate certainty that
he knows that certain approximations are more accurate than certain
other ones. In his whole work, presuppositions and conclusions to-
gether, he knows that he may search in vain for a single absolutely
certain fact. Yet he works on, correcting approximate hypotheses
.with the aid of others also approximate, wearing them down by a sort
,of mutual attrition, much as the grinder of mirrors secures for his
.mirrors a highly accurate plane surface by first grinding two approxi-
-mately flat pieces of glass together, then grinding each in turn against
a third similar piece, then grinding them together again, and so on

indefinitely. Our physics of to-day is the product of the imperfect
.physics of the past, much as the tools of the modern smith were
forged in the smithy of yesterday. And just as the imperfection of
the tools of the past smith conditions the perfection of the tools of the
present day. so the inadequacy of the past determinations of physical
constants and laws prevents our present determination of these con-
stants and laws from being completely adequate. As the steam-
hammer of to-day is the lineal product of the first stone hammer
jused by primitive man through many generations of hammers, each
#W848 in making the next, and therefore must share, though in an infi-
jritesimal degree, its deficiencies, so modern science is the lineal
product of the crude physics of common sense, and partakes to some
slight extent in its inadequacy, because it is obtained from it by a
iself-criticism which is always incomplete because it is a self-criticism.
Science begins, remains, and ends in approximations. Yet this does
not mean that it ends where it begins: we are as certain as we can be
of anything that the approximations of scieflee to-day are, in general.
better than those of scienece yesterday, and -not so good as those of
science to-morrow. We are quite sure that a pew statement of a
law of science almost invariably marks an advance on all previous
statements. Yet, be it noted, we never judge whether any scientific
hypothesis is better or worse than ainother by any criterion which is
itself i'known to be more than approximately true.

But if, as we have seen, approximate knowledge is recognized to
exist in physics without any certain knowledge to back it, while
physics is recognized by all to present us with the most certain
propositiois we can reach, short of pure inatheinatics, it is clear that
relativism can not be accused of denying the existence of all cer-
thiiity, or of being a mere negation of all belief: it is only when one
thrusts upon the relativist a false dilemma between an absolute cer-
tainty and an equally absolute ignorance that his view may be made
to appear in that light. Relativism is a philosophy of doubt, but it
is of a liberating, not an enslaving doubt that it is the philosophy.
To the relativist, the incompleteness of science does not condemn it
to deal with mere appearance: the fact that it has given us no per-
fectly certain results is no index of its failui'e. Relativism admits the
existence of certainty, of any degree of certainty short of absolute
certainty. Though it considers that even the best approximation is
subject to criticism, it does not regard this as preventing us from
giving the brevet +ank, of absolute certainty to items of our knowl-
edge, and using them as a basis for the criticism of other knowledge,
without, at the same time, criticizing them. And it will not permit
the relative certainty of our scientific knowledge to be degraded to the
rank of mere "appearance" at the behest of any intaphysical theory,
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Such criticisms of relativism, plausible as they may seem, are not

really valid. For, in the first place, relativism does not say that in

order to have any comprehension of any item of knowledge we must

refer it consciously to all or any other items of knowledgie. Relativism

does not deny that we may have "innate ideas," or other forms of

instinctive knowledge. It is not the tniporal, but the logical a prio i
that it questions. It merely says that any new knowledge we acquire

must be interpally relevant to our previous knowledge: that only in

proportion as it is thus relevant is it knowledge -at all. It does not

impose upon us the psychological task of experiencing each item of

experience in conscious proximity to every other item. but simply

cautions us that we are never sure that we are done with our labor

of comparing one concept with another, of criticizing each notion and

theory of ours on the basis of our other theories and notions. The

former task can indeed never be accomplished, and if relativism

claimed to be a psychological theory of what actually occurs in our

minds, we would have to reoard knowledge as not relatively, but ahso-

lutely impossible. The latter task, though, from the nature of the

case, it can never be finished, is by no means futile. Is the physicist

discouraged because he knows that neither he. nor any one else, will

ever be able to verify a single law of physics with more than approxi-

mate accuracy? Indeed, does he not expect with confidence that the

next twenty or thirty years will bring new formulations of almost

every physical law ? The notion of the infinite complexity of experi-

ence which relativism demands is none other than that which the

scientist has long made use of: it is merely the notion of the infinite

potential complexity of experience. It is our right to analyze every

concept, not our duly to analyze any concept exhaustively, on which

the relativist insists.

In the second place, I doubt whether the human mind feels any

great repugnance against the notion of infinite complexity. Against

the spread-out infinite complexity which Royee attributes to the

absolute experience, I, at least, it is true, feel an instinctive repug-

nance. But, as we have just been saying, this is not the sort of

infinite complexity which relativism holds to exist. The relativist

believes that everything, in so far as it is understood adequately, is

understood in relation to other things,-that our analysis need never

come to a definitive stopping-place. And I think that that critic to

whom all philosophers sooner or later appeal-the common man-will

agree with me in this. He is never satisfied when, in answer to some

question he asks, the metaphysician says, ''This is ultimate, and hence

inexplicable." For him, there is a "why" to everything, and every-

thing has a structure, if only trouble is taken to find it. In the same

frame of mind in which he expected the atom to be divided and

confidently expects the electron to be divided, he distrusts those who

tell him that certain of his experiences are simple and unanalyzable.

The common man is, as a matter of fact, a thorough relativist: an

"instinctive" repugnance against the belief in the infinite complexity

,of the universe is only to be found among those who, like the White

Queen in "Through the Looking-glass," have schooled themselves

long and carefully in believing impossibilities.

. The scientist too, I repeat, is an out-and-out relativist in all that

concerns his science: in all, that is, that he does not take over on

faith from the technical philosopher. He realizes full well that his

instruments give only approximate readings, that his observations

record only approximately the readings of his instruments, that his

laws and his formulbe are mere approximations, and that even the

margin of probable error which he calculates for his readings and his

laws is only approximately determined, so that he never has a com-

pletely accurate knowledge of the degree of approximateness of his

approximations. It is even only with approximate certainty that

he knows that certain approximations are more accurate than certain

other ones. In his whole work, presuppositions and conclusions to-

gether, he knows that he may search in vain for a single absolutely

certain fact. Yet he works on, correcting approximate hypotheses

with the aid of others also approximate, wearing them down by a sort

'of mutual attrition, much as the grindRi of Mirrors secures for his

mirrors a highly accurate plane surface by first grinding two approxi-

mhately flat pieces of glass together, then grinding each in turn against

a third similar piece, then grinding them together again, and so on

indefinitely. Our physics of to-day is the product of the imperfect

physics of the past, much as the tools of the modern smith were

forged in the smithy of yesterday. And just as the imperfection of

the tools of the past smith conditions the perfection of the tools of the

present day. so the inadequacy of the past determinations of physical

constants and laws prevents our present determination of these con-

stants and laws from being completely adequate. As the steam-

hammer of to-day is the lineal product of the first stone hammer

used by primitive man through many generations of hammers, each

used in making the next, and therefore must share, though in an inf-

nitesimal degree. its deficiencies. so m)odern science is the lineal

prodinet of the crude physics of conunoni sense, and paritakes to some

slight extent in its inadequacy, because it is obtained from it by A

self-criticism which is always incomplete because it is a self-criticism.

Science begins, remains, and ends in approximations. Yet this does

not mean that it ends where it begins: we are as certain as we can be

of anything that the approximations of science to-day are, in general.

better than those of science yesterday, and not so good as those of

science to-morrow. We are quite sure that a new statement of a

law of science almost invariably marks an advance on all previous

statements. Yet, be it noted, we never judge whether any scientific

hypothesis is better or worse than another by anv criterion which is

itself known to be more than approximately true.

But if, as we have seen, approximate knowledge is recognized to

exist in physics without any certain knowledge to back it, while

physics is recognized by all to present us with the most certain

propositions we can reach, short of pure mathematics, it is clear that

relativism can not be accused of denying the existence of all cer-

tainty, or of being a mere negation of all belief: it is only when one

thrusts upon the relativist a false dilemma between an absolute cer-

tainty and an equally absolute ignorance that his view may be made

to appear in that light. Relativism is a philosophy of doubt, but it

is of a liberating, not an enslaving, doubt that it is the philosophy.

To the relativist, the incompleteness of science does not condemn it

to deal with mere appearance: the fact that it has given us no per-

fectly certain results is no index of its failure. Relativism admits the

existence of certainty, of any deoree of certainty short of absolute

certainty. Though it considers that even the best approximation is

subject to criticism, it does not regard this as preventing us from

giving' the brevet rank of absolute certainty to items of our knowl-

edge, and using them as a basis for the criticism of other knowledge,

without, at the same time, criticizing them. And it will not permit

the relative certainty of our scientific knowledge to be degraded to the

rank t'f mere ''appearance"' at the behest of any meta)hysical theory.
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